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Encouraging bicycling and walking will help the City of Mill
Valley to promote healthy lifestyles, reduced traffic
congestion, improved air quality, greater connectivity to
major destinations and transit facilities, and better
opportunities to socialize in public spaces.
The Mill Valley Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (2017) is primarily
a coordinating and resource document. It focuses on
developing a network of bikeways and walkways, identifying
safety improvements, and documenting programs and
policies that will support Mill Valley’s goal of becoming a
more bicycle- and pedestrian-friendly community. To ensure
compliance with Caltrans’ Active Transportation Program
requirements and to aid the City’s efforts to pursue outside
funding for bicycle and pedestrian projects, this plan is
organized into the 7 elements noted to the left.
All recommended projects may require additional feasibility,
design, and environmental study, as well as targeted
outreach prior to implementation. For continued updates on
the City of Mill Valley’s progress towards implementation of
this plan, visit:
www.cityofmillvalley.org/gov/departments/publicworks/sid
ewalks/transporatplan.htm

additional resources
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See Appendix K for trip projection calculations
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For more information on these goals plus related programs and implementation measures, see Appendix C.
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COORDINATION

COORDINATION
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COORDINATION
This plan was part of a countywide effort to update local bicycle and pedestrian plans and was supported by funding and
coordination from the Transportation Authority of Marin. The studies, plans, and projects listed below and covered in Appendix E
were reviewed, studied for consistency, and where appropriate, incorporated into this plan. Additional projects currently
underway include the Camino Alto South End Bike Lanes Project, Camino Alto Safe Pathway Project, and the Gardner Steps Project.

Miller Avenue
Streetscape Project
(ongoing)

COORDINATION

Alto Tunnel Study
(new study started 2017)

Caltrans District 4
Bicycle Plan (ongoing)

San Francisco Bay Trail
Gap Analysis Study (2005)

Marin County
Unincorporated Area
Bicycle and Pedestrian
Plan (2008)
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See Appendix J for a list of bicyclist- and pedestrian-involved collisions (2009-2016)
SAFETY
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SELECT SAFETY COUNTERMEASURES
To help mitigate historic and potential future collisions, the City can select from a range of safety countermeasures to provide separation between
roadway users, increase the visibility of bicyclists and pedestrians, and to decrease the speed of motor vehicle traffic.

Class I – Multi-use Path

Class II – Bicycle Lanes

Class III – Bicycle Route

Class IV – Separated Bike Lanes

Provide exclusive right of way for
bicyclists and pedestrians, separated
from the roadway, and with a
minimized number of intersections

On-street facilities defined by pavement
striping and signage to delineate a
portion of roadway for bicycle travel

Designated route for bicyclists via
pavement markings and signage

On-street facilities that are physically
separated from motor traffic with a
vertical feature such as grade
separation, parking, or posts

Bicycle Boulevard

Mid-Block Crossing

Curb Extensions

Shared Street

Streets with low traffic volumes and
speeds, designated and designed to
give bicyclist travel priority (variation
of Class III bikeway)

Facilitate crossings to places that
people want to walk to but that are not
well served by a typical intersection
crossing due to large block size

Visually and physically narrow the
roadway to create shorter crossings for
pedestrians while increasing the space
for trees, plants, and street furniture

Streets with communal modes of
transportation that prioritize walking
and bicycling

SAFETY
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FEATURED INFRASTRUCTURE
As Mill Valley considers new bicycle and pedestrian projects, the facilities below can serve as a model of high-quality, existing infrastructure.

Mill Valley - Sausalito Multi-use Path

Depot Plaza

Miller Avenue Buffered Bicycle Lanes

Almonte Boulevard Pedestrian Crossing

Tenderfoot Trail

Mill Valley Skate Park

3.4 mi
Existing Class I Bikeways

3.05 mi
Existing Class II Bikeways

3.26 mi
Existing Class III Bikeways

See Appendix F for a full list of Mill Valley’s 9.71 miles of existing bikeways and its 7.43 miles of existing steps, lanes, paths, and trails.

PROPOSED
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PROPOSED
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See Appendix G for a full list of proposed projects by corresponding number
PROPOSED
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FEATURED PROPOSED BIKEWAY PROJECT

Miller Avenue Streetscape Project (scheduled for completion in 2017)

PROPOSED
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END-OF TRIP FACILITIES
Mill Valley’s General Plan calls for the City to establish new parking standards and a citywide parking management program for vehicles and
bicycles. Specifically, Program M.17-9 requires secure bicycle parking at new multi-family, mixed-use, and commercial redevelopment
projects and Program M.17-5 looks to provide secure bicycle parking downtown and near popular activity centers. See Appendix D for the
Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee’s proposed language for bicycle parking standards.

Preferred Bicycle Parking Facility Types
Inverted U

Bike Lockers

Preferred rack for short-term bicycle
parking as it is relatively cheap and
provides two points of contact

Secure parking for single bicycles,
often installed at transit hubs but
could be installed at bottom of stairs

Corral
8-12 bicycle spaces in the street area
adjacent to the curb

PROPOSED

Sheltered Parking
Can include a room within a
residential building or workplace,
parking garage, or under an outdoor
structure
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See Appendix G for a full list of proposed projects by corresponding number
PROPOSED
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EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Education is an important element in promoting safe walking and bicycling. People often assume that as walking and bicycling become more
popular, the number of crashes will increase. This need not be the case, as demonstrated in other communities. Physical safety
improvements to walkways and bikeways cannot do it alone, and there is a need for proper education of both youth and adult pedestrians,
bicyclists, and motorists.

Five schools in and near Mill Valley participate in Marin County’s Safe Routes to Schools program: Edna Maguire Elementary, Mill Valley
Middle, Old Mill Elementary, Park Elementary, and Tamalpais High. According to the 2016 Marin County Safe Routes to Schools Program
Evaluation, the average increase in the percent of students walking and bicycling to school from each schools’ entry into the program to the
2014/15 school year was 74 percent. On a scale of 1 (low) to 100 (high), the program evaluation graded the involvement and performance
of Mill Valley schools in the Safe Routes to Schools program as follows: Edna Maguire Elementary (57), Mill Valley Middle (85), Old Mill
Elementary (83), Park Elementary (69), and Tamalpais High (47). Nearby schools such as Strawberry Point Elementary (52) and Mount
Tamalpais School (53) are also in the Safe Routes to Schools program. The Safe Routes to School program is consistent with the General
Plan’s M.3-2: “Work with public and private schools, Marin Transit, and the Transportation Authority of Marin to offer better options for
transporting students to and from school…”
See Appendix G for Mill Valley’s Safe Routes to Schools action plan or visit the City’s Safe Routes to School webpage for more information.
PROPOSED
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MULTI-USE PATH ETIQUETTE
The “Share the Path” campaign was initiated by a partnership among the County of Marin, City of Mill Valley, and the Marin County Bicycle
Coalition. While the partners were already working to improve bicyclist and pedestrian safety, a serious collision on the Mill Valley – Sausalito
Multi-use Pathway in 2014 underscored the need for immediate action. This campaign, as shown below, aims to improve awareness, safety,
access, and enjoyment for users of multiuse pathways across Marin County. For more information on the campaign, see
sharethepathmarin.org.
In addition to informational programming such as the “Share the Path” campaign, incentives can also provide effective encouragement for
people to walk and bicycle. The General Plan’s M.56-2 calls for the City to “Provide City employees with incentives to use alternatives to
single-occupant vehicles, including… bicycle facilities…”

Rules for good path etiquette,
sharethepathmarin.org
PROPOSED
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ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS
Police officers, crossing guards, and law enforcement officials help enforce safe travel through the community. Targeted enforcement by
the Mill Valley Police Department includes:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

“Click it or Ticket” seatbelt operations
Distracted driver operations as prescribed by our Selective Traffic Enforcement Program – Office of Traffic Safety (STEP OTS) Grant
Generalized traffic enforcement operations as prescribed by our STEP OTS Grant
Dedicated enforcement in areas specified by citizen complaints and traffic issues
Shared enforcement of multi-use paths with allied agencies
Continue speed/ traffic analysis in areas specified by complaint or City requests
Perform high-visibility enforcement on roadways commonly utilized by both bicycles and vehicles.

The General Plan’s M.13-1 encourages bicyclists and drivers to safely share the road through enforcement of applicable laws and adoption
of ordinances that help protect the most vulnerable users of the road, such as youths and seniors, by offering education and providing
public service announcements through various media and through connections with local bike clubs and shops.

See Appendix D for a list of proposed programs and policies.
PROPOSED
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IMPLEMENTATION
▪ FUNDING & MAINTENANCE…27
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FUNDING
The City of Mill Valley will pursue outside funding for active transportation projects as grant and funding opportunities arise. Consistent with
the General Plan, the City will “Use the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan as a guide in setting priorities for bicycle and pedestrian
improvements that are consistent with network and facility programs and improvements for other modes of transportation” (M.11-2). In
addition, the City will “Continue to seek grants and other funding to support the implementation of the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan”
(M.11-2).
For a list of potential available funding, please see Appendix B.

MAINTENANCE
The General Plan seeks to “Establish an ongoing repair and scheduled maintenance program for the City’s bicycle network and pedestrian
system” (M.11-7), in addition to establishing “…a sidewalk and public right-of-way inspection, maintenance, and repair program that
includes a requirement for sidewalk installation, repair, or replacement where sidewalks already exist or where identified gaps in the
existing sidewalk network can be closed” (M.10-2). To that end, this plan recommends the following policies in order to maintain and
improve the quality, operation, and integrity of bikeway/walkway facilities.
▪
▪

▪
▪

Undertake routine maintenance of bikeway/walkway facilities, such as sweeping bicycle lanes and removing vegetation which
infringes on bicyclist/pedestrian rights-of-way.
Undertake regular or periodic maintenance of bicyclist/pedestrian facilities such as striping, signing, and surface condition to avoid
safety issues for users, including integrating into the existing Public Works maintenance process a regular inspection of walkway
network irregularities that might pose a trip-and-fall risk for pedestrians and of the road issues that might affect bicyclists.
Ensure that repair or construction of any transportation facility minimizes disruption to the bicycling/walking environment and
that safe, ADA-compliant, direct detour is available through or around construction zones for the duration of the project.
Ensure that repair or construction of any transportation facility does not result in the permanent removal of an existing
bicyclist/pedestrian facility.

IMPLEMENTATION
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EVALUATION
Becoming a Bicycle-Friendly City
The League of American Bicyclists created
the Bicycle-Friendly Cities program in 2003
to recognize cities that have worked to
create safer and more comfortable bicycle
infrastructure, as well as an environment
that encourages bicycling. It is a goal of this
plan to receive ‘bronze’ level designation
within five years of adoption of this
update. To achieve this, the City will have
to demonstrate advances in the following
ten areas:
▪
▪

▪

▪

Develop a Count Program
In addition to seeking Bicycle-Friendly City award designation, development of a count program and tracking
bicycle and pedestrian activity will provide a useful method of evaluating progress. The General Plan calls for
counts to be collected every two years (M.11-5).

Plan Updates
The City of Mill Valley will provide updated information on progress towards implementation of this plan at
the following website: www.cityofmillvalley.org/gov/departments/publicworks/sidewalks/transporatplan.htm

IMPLEMENTATION

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Implementing bicycle facilities on
roughly 20% of high-speed roads
Expanding the bike network to
roughly 1 mile of bikeways for every
4 miles of roadway
Encouraging all Mill Valley students
to participate in bicycle education
programming
Spending roughly 9% or more of the
City’s transportation budget on
bicycle projects
Promoting bicycling through Biketo-Work Day and other events
Being home to an active advocacy
group and advisory committee
Implementing bicycle-friendly laws
and ordinances
Maintaining an up-to-date plan
Dedicating staff to bike projects
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APPENDIX A – CALTRANS CHECKLIST
This appendix contains a list of plan elements required by Caltrans to be included in bicycle and pedestrian plan updates to ensure eligibility for
state-level grant funding.

Required Plan Elements

Location within the Plan

(a)

The estimated number of existing bicycle trips and pedestrian trips in the plan area, both in absolute numbers
and as a percentage of all trips, and the estimated increase in the number of bicycle trips and pedestrian trips
resulting from implementation of the plan.

Appendix K

(b)

The number and location of collisions, serious injuries, and fatalities suffered by bicyclists in the plan area, both
in absolute numbers and as a percentage of all collisions and injuries, and a goal for collision, serious injury,
and fatality reduction after implementation of the plan.

Page 14; Appendix J

(c)

A map and description of existing and proposed land use and settlement patterns which must include, but not
be limited to, locations of residential neighborhoods, schools, shopping centers, public buildings, major
employment centers, and other destinations.

Page 2

(d)

A map and description of existing and proposed bicycle transportation facilities.

(e)

A map and description of existing and proposed end-of-trip bicycle parking facilities.

(f)

A description of existing and proposed policies related to bicycle parking in public locations, private parking
garages and parking lots and in new commercial and residential developments.

Appendix C and
Appendix D

(g)

A map and description of existing and proposed bicycle transport and parking facilities for connections with
and use of other transportation modes. These must include, but not be limited to, parking facilities at transit
stops, rail and transit terminals, ferry docks and landings, park and ride lots, and provisions for transporting
bicyclists and bicycles on transit or rail vehicles or ferry vessels.

Page 4; Appendix G

(h)

A map and description of existing and proposed pedestrian facilities at major transit hubs. These must include,
but are not limited to, rail and transit terminals, and ferry docks and landings.

Page 22

(i)

A description of proposed signage providing wayfinding along bicycle networks to designated destinations.

Page 18

APPENDIX A – ATP CHECKLIST

Page 19; Appendices F & G

Page 21
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Required Plan Elements

Location within the Plan

(j)

A description of the policies and procedures for maintaining existing and proposed bicycle facilities, including,
but not limited to, the maintenance of smooth pavement, freedom from encroaching vegetation, maintenance
of traffic control devices including striping and other pavement markings, and lighting.

Page 27

(k)

A description of bicycle safety, education, and encouragement programs conducted in the area included within
the plan, efforts by the law enforcement agency having primary traffic law enforcement responsibility in the area
to enforce provisions of the law impacting bicycle safety, and the resulting effect on collisions involving bicyclists.

Page 23

(l)

A description of the extent of community involvement in development of the plan, including disadvantaged and
underserved communities.

Page 9

(m)

A description of how the active transportation plan has been coordinated with neighboring jurisdictions,
including school districts within the plan area, and is consistent with other local or regional transportation, air
quality, or energy conservation plans, including, but not limited to, general plans and a Sustainable Community
Strategy in a Regional Transportation Plan.

Page 12

(n)

A description of the projects and programs proposed in the plan and a listing of their priorities for
implementation, including the methodology for project prioritization and a proposed timeline for
implementation.

Appendix D

(o)

A description of past expenditures for bicycle facilities and programs, and future financial needs for projects and
programs that improve safety and convenience for bicyclists in the plan area. Include anticipated revenue
sources and potential grant funding for bicycle uses.

Appendix B

(p)

A description of steps necessary to implement the plan and the reporting process that will be used to keep the
adopting agency and community informed of the progress being made in implementing the plan.

Page 28

(q)

A resolution showing adoption of the plan by the city, county or district. If the active transportation plan was
prepared by a county transportation commission, regional transportation planning agency, MPO, school district
or transit district, the plan should indicate the support via resolution of the city(s) or county(s) in which the
proposed facilities would be located.

Appendix L

APPENDIX A – ATP CHECKLIST
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APPENDIX B – FUNDING SOURCES
This appendix provides information on potential funding sources for bicycle and pedestrian improvements. Federal, state and local
government agencies invest billions of dollars every year in the nation’s transportation system. Only a fraction of that funding is used
in development projects, policy development, and planning to improve conditions for pedestrians and bicyclists. Even though
appropriate funds are limited, they are available. To support agency efforts to find outside funding sources to implement bicycle and
pedestrian improvements, a summary by source type is provided below.

Federal Sources
The Fixing America's Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act)
The FAST Act, which replaced Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) in 2015, provides long-term funding
certainty for surface transportation projects, meaning States and local governments can move forward with critical transportation
projects with the confidence that they will have a Federal partner over the long term (at least five years).
The law makes changes and reforms to many Federal transportation programs, including streamlining the approval processes for
new transportation projects and providing new safety tools. It also allows local entities that are direct recipients of Federal dollars to
use a design publication that is different than one used by their State DOT, such as the Urban Bikeway Design Guide by the National
Association of City Transportation Officials. More information: https://www.transportation.gov/fastact
Surface Transportation Block Grant Program (STBGP)
The Surface Transportation Block Grant Program (STBGP) provides states with flexible funds which may be used for a variety of
highway, road, bridge, and transit projects. A wide variety of bicycle and pedestrian improvements are eligible, including trails,
sidewalks, bike lanes, crosswalks, pedestrian signals, and other ancillary facilities. Modification of sidewalks to comply with the
requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is also an eligible activity. Unlike most highway projects, STBGP-funded
pedestrian facilities may be located on local and collector roads which are not part of the Federal-aid Highway System.
Fifty percent of each state’s STBGP funds are sub-allocated geographically by population. These funds are funneled through Caltrans
to the metropolitan planning organizations in the state. The remaining 50 percent may be spent in any area of the state.

APPENDIX B – FUNDING SOURCES
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STBGP Set-Aside: Transportation Alternatives Program
Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) has been folded into the Surface Transportation Block Grant program (STBG) as a setaside funded at $835 million for 2016 and 2017, and $850 million for 2018, 2019, and 2020. Up to 50 percent of the set-aside is able
to be transferred for broader STBGP eligibility.
Improvements eligible for this set-aside fall under three categories: Transportation Enhancements (TE), Safe Routes to Schools (SR2S),
and the Recreational Trails Program (RTP). These funds may be used for a variety of pedestrian and streetscape projects including
sidewalks, multi-use paths, and rail-trails. TAP funds may also be used for selected education and encouragement programming such
as Safe Routes to Schools.
Non-profit organizations (NGOs) are now eligible to apply for funding for transportation safety projects and programs, including SR2S
programs and bike share.
Complete eligibilities for TAP include:
1. Transportation Alternatives. This category includes the construction, planning, and design of a range of pedestrian
infrastructure including “on–road and off–road trail facilities for pedestrians, bicyclists, and other active forms of
transportation, including sidewalks, bicycle infrastructure, pedestrian and bicycle signals, traffic calming techniques, lighting
and other safety–related infrastructure, and transportation projects to achieve compliance with the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990.” Infrastructure projects and systems that provide “Safe Routes for Non-Drivers” is still an eligible
activity.
2. Recreational Trails. TAP funds may be used to develop and maintain recreational trails and trail-related facilities for both active
and motorized recreational trail uses. Examples of trail uses include hiking, in-line skating, equestrian use, and other active
and motorized uses. These funds are available for both paved and unpaved trails, but may not be used to improve roads for
general passenger vehicle use or to provide shoulders or sidewalks along roads. Recreational Trails Program funds may be
used for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintenance and restoration of existing trails
Purchase and lease of trail construction and maintenance equipment
Construction of new trails, including unpaved trails
Acquisition or easements of property for trails
State administrative costs related to this program (limited to seven percent of a state’s funds)
Operation of educational programs to promote safety and environmental protection related to trails (limited to five percent of a
state’s funds)

APPENDIX B – FUNDING SOURCES
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3. Safe Routes to Schools. There are two separate Safe Routes to Schools Programs administered by Caltrans. There is the Federal
program referred to as SRTS, and the state-legislated program referred to as SR2S. Both programs are intended to achieve
the same basic goal of increasing the number of children walking and bicycling to school by making it safer for them to do so.
All projects must be within two miles of primary or middle schools (K-8).
The Safe Routes to Schools Program funds non-motorized facilities in conjunction with improving access to schools through
the Caltrans Safe Routes to Schools Coordinator.
Eligible projects may include:
•

•

•

•

Engineering improvements. These physical improvements are designed to reduce potential bicycle and pedestrian conflicts with
motor vehicles. Physical improvements may also reduce motor vehicle traffic volumes around schools, establish safer and more
accessible crossings, or construct walkways or trails. Eligible improvements include sidewalk improvements, traffic calming/speed
reduction, and pedestrian crossing improvements.
Education and Encouragement Efforts. These programs are designed to teach children safe walking skills while educating them about
the health benefits and environmental impacts. Projects and programs may include creation, distribution and implementation of
educational materials; safety based field trips; interactive pedestrian safety video games; and promotional events and activities (e.g.,
assemblies, walking school buses).
Enforcement Efforts. These programs aim to ensure that traffic laws near schools are obeyed. Law enforcement activities apply to
cyclists, pedestrians and motor vehicles alike. Projects may include development of a crossing guard program, enforcement
equipment, photo enforcement, and pedestrian sting operations.
Planning, designing, or constructing roadways within the right-of-way of former Interstate routes or divided highways. At the time of
writing, detailed guidance from the Federal Highway Administration on this new eligible activity was not available.

405 National Priority Safety Program
Approximately $14 million annually (5 percent of the $280 million allocated to the program overall) will be awarded to States to
decrease bike and pedestrian crashes with motor vehicles. States where bike and pedestrian fatalities exceed 15 percent of their
overall traffic fatalities will be eligible for grants that can be used for:
•
•
•

Training law enforcement officials on bike/pedestrian related traffic laws
Enforcement campaigns related to bike/pedestrian safety
Education and awareness programs related to relevant bike/pedestrian traffic laws
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Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP)
The Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) provides $2.4 billion nationally for projects that help communities achieve
significant reductions in traffic fatalities and serious injuries on all public roads, bikeways, and walkways. Non-infrastructure projects
are no longer eligible. Eligible projects are no longer required to collect data on all public roads. Pedestrian safety improvements,
enforcement activities, traffic calming projects, and crossing treatments for active transportation users in school zones are examples
of eligible projects. All HSIP projects must be consistent with the state’s Strategic Highway Safety Plan. The 2015 California SHSP is
located here: http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/traffops/shsp/docs/SHSP15_Update.pdf
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ)
The Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ) provides funding for projects and programs in air quality
nonattainment and maintenance areas for ozone, carbon monoxide, and particulate matter which reduce transportation related
emissions. These federal dollars can be used to build pedestrian and bicycle facilities that reduce travel by automobile. Purely
recreational facilities generally are not eligible.
To be funded under this program, projects and programs must come from a transportation plan (or State (STIP) or Regional (RTIP)
Transportation Improvement Program) that conforms to the SIP and must be consistent with the conformity provisions of Section
176 of the Clean Air Act. States are now given flexibility on whether to undertake CMAQ or STBGP-eligible projects with CMAQ funds
to help prevent areas within the state from going into nonattainment.
In the Bay Area, CMAQ funding is administered through the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) on the local level. These
funds are eligible for transportation projects that contribute to the attainment or maintenance of National Ambient Air Quality
Standards in non-attainment or air-quality maintenance areas. Examples of eligible projects include enhancements to existing transit
services, rideshare and vanpool programs, projects that encourage pedestrian transportation options, traffic light synchronization
projects that improve air quality, grade separation projects, and construction of high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes. Projects that
are proven to reduce direct PM2.5 emissions are to be given priority.
Partnership for Sustainable Communities
Founded in 2009, the Partnership for Sustainable Communities is a joint project of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), and the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT). The partnership
aims to “improve access to affordable housing, more transportation options, and lower transportation costs while protecting the
environment in communities nationwide.” The Partnership is based on five Livability Principles, one of which explicitly addresses the
need for pedestrian infrastructure (“Provide more transportation choices: Develop safe, reliable, and economical transportation
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choices to decrease household transportation costs, reduce our nation’s dependence on foreign oil, improve air quality, reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, and promote public health”).
The Partnership is not a formal agency with a regular annual grant program. Nevertheless, it is an important effort that has already
led to some new grant opportunities (including the TIGER grants). Mill Valley should track Partnership communications and be
prepared to respond proactively to announcements of new grant programs.
For more information, visit: https://www.sustainablecommunities.gov/

State Sources
Active Transportation Program (ATP)
In 2013, Governor Brown signed legislation creating the Active Transportation Program (ATP). This program is a consolidation of the
Federal Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP), California’s Bicycle Transportation Account (BTA), and Federal and California Safe
Routes to Schools (SRTS) programs.
The ATP program is administered by Caltrans Division of Local Assistance, Office of Active Transportation and Special Programs.
The ATP program goals include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase the proportion of trips accomplished by biking and walking,
Increase safety and mobility for non-motorized users,
Advance the active transportation efforts of regional agencies to achieve greenhouse gas reduction goals,
Enhance public health,
Ensure that disadvantaged communities fully share in the benefits of the program, and
Provide a broad spectrum of projects to benefit many types of active transportation users.

The California Transportation Commission ATP Guidelines are available here:
http://www.catc.ca.gov/meetings/agenda/2014Agenda/2014_03/03_4.12.pdf
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Eligible bicycle and Safe Routes to Schools projects include:
•
•
•

Infrastructure Projects: Capital improvements that will further program goals. This category typically includes planning, design, and
construction.
Non-Infrastructure Projects: Education, encouragement, enforcement, and planning activities that further program goals. The focus of this
category is on pilot and start-up projects that can demonstrate funding for ongoing efforts.
Infrastructure projects with non-infrastructure components

The minimum request for non-SRTS projects is $250,000. There is no minimum for SRTS projects. More information is available here:
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/LocalPrograms/atp/

Office of Traffic Safety (OTS) Grants
The Office of Traffic Safety Program is a partnership effort between the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA),
Federal Highway Adminstration, and the states. In California, the grants are administered by the California Office of Traffic Safety
(OTS).
Grants are used to establish new traffic safety programs, expand ongoing programs or address deficiencies in current programs.
Eligible grantees are governmental agencies, state colleges, state universities, local City and County government agencies, school
districts, fire departments, and public emergency services providers. Grant funding cannot replace existing program expenditures,
nor can traffic safety funds be used for program maintenance, research, rehabilitation, or construction. Grants are awarded on a
competitive basis, and priority is given to agencies with the greatest need. Evaluation criteria to assess need include potential traffic
safety impact, collision statistics and rankings, seriousness of problems, and performance on previous OTS grants.
The California application deadline is January of each year. There is no maximum cap to the amount requested, but all items in the
proposal must be justified to meet the objectives of the proposal.
More information: http://www.ots.ca.gov/
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Regional & Local Sources
Metropolitan Transportation Commission OneBayArea Grant (OBAG)
The Bay Area Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) OBAG program is a funding approach that aligns the Commission's
investments with support for focused growth. Established in 2012, OBAG taps federal funds to maintain MTC's commitments to
regional transportation priorities while also advancing the Bay Area's land-use and housing goals.
OBAG includes both a regional program and a county program that targets project investments in Priority Development Areas and
rewards cities and counties that approve new housing construction and accept allocations through the Regional Housing Need
Allocation (RHNA) process. Cities and counties can use these OBAG funds to invest in:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local street and road maintenance
Streetscape enhancements
Bicycle and pedestrian improvements
Transportation planning
Safe Routes to School projects
Priority Conservation Areas

In late 2015, MTC adopted a funding and policy framework for the second round of OBAG grants. Known as OBAG 2 for short, the
second round of OBAG funding is projected to total about $800 million to fund projects from 2017-18 through 2021-22.
More information: http://www.mtc.ca.gov/our-work/fund-invest/federal-funding/obag-2
Developer Impact Fees
As a condition for development approval, municipalities can require developers to provide certain infrastructure improvements,
which can include bikeway projects. These projects have commonly provided Class II facilities for portions of on-street, previouslyplanned routes. They can also be used to provide bicycle parking or shower and locker facilities. The type of facility that should be
required to be built by developers should reflect the greatest need for the particular project and its local area. Legal challenges to
these types of fees have resulted in the requirement to illustrate a clear nexus between the particular project and the mandated
improvement and cost.
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Roadway Construction, Repair and Upgrade
Future road widening and construction projects are one means of providing improved pedestrian and bicycle facilities. To ensure that
roadway construction projects provide these facilities where needed, it is important that the review process includes input pertaining
to consistency with the proposed system. In addition, California’s 2008 Complete Streets Act and Caltrans’s Deputy Directive 64
require that the needs of all roadway users be considered during “all phases of state highway projects, from planning to construction
to maintenance and repair.”
More information: http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/tpp/offices/ocp/complete_streets.html
Utility Projects
By monitoring the capital improvement plans of local utility companies, it may be possible to coordinate upcoming utility projects
with the installation of bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure within the same area or corridor. Often times, the utility companies will
mobilize the same type of forces required to construct bikeways and sidewalks, resulting in the potential for a significant cost savings.
These types of joint projects require a great deal of coordination, a careful delineation of scope items and some type of agreement
or memorandum of understanding, which may need to be approved by multiple governing bodies.
Cable Installation Projects
Cable television and telephone companies sometimes need new cable routes within public right-of-way. Recently, this has most
commonly occurred during expansion of fiber optic networks. Since these projects require a significant amount of advance planning
and disruption of curb lanes, it may be possible to request reimbursement for affected bicycle facilities to mitigate construction
impacts. In cases where cable routes cross undeveloped areas, it may be possible to provide for new bikeway facilities following
completion of the cable trenching, such as sharing the use of maintenance roads.

Other Sources
Local sales taxes, fees and permits may be implemented as new funding sources for pedestrian and bicycle projects. However, any
of these potential sources would require a local election. Volunteer programs may be developed to substantially reduce the cost of
implementing some routes, particularly multi use paths. For example, a local college design class may use such a multi-use route as
a student project, working with a local landscape architectural or engineering firm. Work parties could be formed to help clear the
right of way for the route. A local construction company may donate or discount services beyond what the volunteers can do. A
challenge grant program with local businesses may be a good source of local funding, in which the businesses can “adopt” a route or
segment of one to help construct and maintain it.
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APPENDIX C – RELATED POLICIES
The City’s MV2040 General Plan, adopted on October 7, 2013, lists goals and policies that the City determined are important for the
residents of Mill Valley. All of the goals, policies, and programs below are taken directly from the City’s General Plan for consistency,
and they specifically relate to bicycle and pedestrian transportation throughout the City. They are intended to foster safe and
convenient personal mobility by foot and bicycle, reduce congestion, advance public health, and promote environmental
sustainability. The policies and accompanying programs are followed by implementation measures. Since some policies overlap
multiple goals, implementation measures were not developed for all programs. The goals, policies, programs, and implementation
measures listed below are directly from the MV2040 General Plan.

Land Use-3: Commercial Areas (Associated with Goal #1 of the Mill Valley Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan)
Maintain and enhance the City’s principal commercial areas (Downtown, Miller Avenue, Highway 101, and East Blithedale/Alto
Center).
Policy LU.5 - Coordinated Strategy: Create and implement a commercial development strategy for the City’s principal commercial
areas that makes the most of their distinctive locations, amenities, and uses and results in a complete and complementary range of
goods and services in the community.
Programs LU.5-2: Establish a coordinated network of pedestrian and bicycle amenities and safety improvements, including
sidewalks, bike lanes, seating areas, trash receptacles, and bike parking, that will link local businesses and customers.
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Vitality-4: Healthy Community (Associated with Goal #6 of the Mill Valley Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan)
Provide a complete and integrated system of community facilities, public parks, and open space areas throughout Mill Valley that
provide opportunities for both passive and active recreation.

Policy V.9 - Parks and Cultural Facilities: Design and implement parks and recreational facilities to meet the unique and anticipated
needs and interests of residents.
Program CV.9-1: Create a standardized and readily identifiable way-finding program for all public recreational and cultural
facilities, pathways, and Steps, Lanes and Paths.
Implementation Measures: Continue to update and promote the Mill Valley Step, Lanes, Paths Map to include
pedestrian and bicycle facilities, as well as City amenities and continue to develop informational kiosks at strategic
locations to help direct residents and visitors to City amenities.
Program CV.9-3: Integrate recreational and community facilities with other public spaces and rights-of-way (e.g., steps, lanes,
and paths, bikeways, sidewalks, trails, bridges, and transit routes) that are easily accessible by alternative modes of
transportation and can be used for exercise.
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HAZARD-1: COMMUNITY HAZARD RESILIENCE (Associated with Goal #3 of the Mill Valley Bicycle & Pedestrian
Plan)
Minimize loss of life, property, and important elements of the natural ecosystem and maximize Mill Valley’s ability to prevent,
mitigate, prepare for, respond to, and recover from disaster.

Policy HZ.5 - Emergency Response and Evacuation Routes: Maintain and expand the network of anticipated emergency response
routes and regularly exercise evacuation protocols and procedures.
Program HZ.5-2: Support measures to designate, create, maintain, resurrect, and enhance those steps, lanes, and paths that
also serve as evacuation routes.
Implementation Measure: Develop a list of steps, lanes, and paths priority projects for the Bicycle and Pedestrian
Transportation Plan that includes “evacuation route” as one of the prioritization elements.

Mobility-1: Regional Transportation (Associated with Goal #4 of the Mill Valley Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan)
Provide leadership within the region by influencing decisions to advance mobility, safety, and sustainability for all travel modes.

Policy M.2 - Education and Training: Ensure that staff, key decision-makers, and the community are well-informed of and trained in
new and innovative mobility policies and programs.
Program M.2-1: Invite the Transportation Authority of Marin, Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Golden Gate Transit,
Street Smarts Marin, Safe Routes to School, local bicycle/pedestrian groups and organizations, and other transportation
agency-related staff and/or board members to City Council, Planning Commission, and Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory
Committee meetings, as necessary, to present information on new mobility programs and initiatives.
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Mobility-2: Sustainable Transportation (Associated with Goal #7 of the Mill Valley Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan)
Reduce transportation-related emissions by reducing traffic congestion and vehicle miles traveled while promoting the use of lower
emission vehicles and non-automotive modes of travel.

Policy M.3 - Leadership and Coordination: Coordinate with cities and regional transportation leaders to identify, develop, and fund
alternative fuels and forms of transportation.
Program M.3-1: Coordinate with the Transportation Authority of Marin, the County of Marin, cities, regional transportation
leaders, and local bicycle/pedestrian groups and organizations to advance alternative fuel and non-motorized forms of
transportation within the City and to identify, develop, and/or fund alternative transportation and transit opportunities within
Marin County.
Program M.3-2: Work with public and private schools, Marin Transit, and the Transportation Authority of Marin to offer better
options for transporting students to and from school, such as carpooling, shuttle or school buses, Safe Routes to School, and
staggered start times at local schools.
Implementation Measures:
▪
▪
▪

Review and discuss issues identified by the Safe Routes to School Task Force including suggested walking and
biking routes.
Continue to participate in the Safe Routes to School Task Force meetings.
Communicate with the Mill Valley School District and Board to develop ways to place students in schools near
their homes to help in the reduction of traffic congestion.
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Policy M.4 - Interconnected Transportation Network. Foster an interconnected transportation system that allows for the safe and
efficient transport of goods and people, as well as easy and effective transitions between modes of travel.
Program M.4-1: Improve the efficiency and safety of the transportation network for all travel modes by using best available
practices, design, and technology, such as traffic recognition technology, transit and emergency signal priority, synchronized
signal timing, improved signage, pedestrian crossings, bicycle detection at signalized intersections, and real-time transit data.
Evaluate traffic signal timing and synchronization on a regular basis (every three years) to ensure that signals functioning at
maximum efficiency for all users. Budget for regular upgrades to equipment and technology.
Implementation Measures: Promote the use of the NACTO’s Urban Bikeway Design and AASHTO design guidelines as
alternatives to the MUTCD and the Highway Design Manual guidelines, and if existing infrastructure and funding
allows, install bicycle detection cameras at all signalized intersections.
Program M.4-2: Foster safe and efficient transportation links for cars, transit, bicycles, and pedestrians from Mill Valley to
regional transportation services and facilities, such as the implementation of the Miller Avenue Streetscape Plan.
Program M.4-3: Consider feasibility assessments for bicycle and pedestrian facilities and pathways, such as Alto Tunnel,
Camino Alto, Horse Hill, and other possibilities that may provide safe and convenient connections between Mill Valley and
the rest of Marin County.
Implementation Measures: Evaluate locations for additional bike lanes and sharrows in existing and proposed bicycle
routes.
Program M.4-4: Implement bicycle, transit, and pedestrian connections, pavement markings, and signage that increase the
use, safety, and convenience of these transportation modes.
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Implementation Measures:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Develop and adopt a policy for uncontrolled crosswalks that help alert road users of designated pedestrian
crossing points at locations that are not controlled by traffic signals, stop signs, or yield signs
Where feasible, promote the use of green bicycle lanes on arterials to better alert drivers of the presence of
bicyclists
Continue to replace obsolete signs and pavement markings around schools and areas of high pedestrian
volumes
Identify and establish additional bike Class III facilities
Improve steps, lanes, and paths markings and signage
Develop informational kiosks and maps

Program M.4-5: Identify and improve local pedestrian and bicycle routes that link Mill Valley neighborhoods to high-activity
centers such as schools, parks, the Community Center, City Hall, the Public Library, and local business centers.
Implementation Measures: Install, maintain or improve bicycle and pedestrian facilities identified by the Safe Routes
to School Task Force.
Program M.4-6: Determine the location, dimensions, and legal status of public rights-of-way, including streets and steps,
lanes, and paths, to develop appropriate standards for maintenance and improvements and to clarify right-of-way status,
where necessary, for the benefit of the overall transportation network and the community.
Implementation Measures: Create a database of steps, lanes, and paths that contains ownership information (private
or public and confirm status of rights-of-way during private development proposals).
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Policy M.5 - Education and Technology: Encourage sustainable transportation and educate the community on ways to reduce vehicle
miles traveled.
Program M.5-1: Promote alternate travel modes (walking, cycling, public transit, ride sharing), through education and
outreach including provision of accessible information about bus schedules, pedestrian pathways, trails, the 511 Rideshare
Program, and related vanpool incentive programs.
Implementation Measures:
▪ Develop and distribute education material that promote walking and bicycling
▪ Publicize workshops developed by other agencies or advocate groups on safety tips
▪ Establish a City website containing bicycle and pedestrian safety and access information
▪ Develop a citywide survey or a data collection program to understand the reasons why residents do many car
trips per day, and how the City can assist in the reduction of such trips by promoting walking and bicycling
▪ Develop incentive programs to promote walking and bicycling
Program M.5-2: Promote a sponsored bike share or informal carpool program for downtown and/or other location(s) in town.
Implementation Measures: Consider developing a pilot bike share project.
Program M.5-3: Promote greater community participation in Street Smarts Marin, Safe Routes to School, the Neighborhood
Traffic Calming program, and similar safe driving and driver courtesy programs.
Implementation Measures: Review traffic calming measures at BPAC public meetings and participate in community
events to promote the Neighborhood Traffic Calming Program and BPAC public meetings.
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Mobility-3: Sustainable Transportation (Associated with Goal #5 of the Mill Valley Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan)
Create a safe and sustainable transportation network that balances the needs of pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists, and transit users.

Policy M.9 - Traffic Management: Maintain a well-functioning roadway network that provides for the safe and efficient flow of
vehicular traffic.
Program M.9-4: Enhance East Blithedale Avenue between downtown and Camino Alto to be a more livable, comfortable, and
safe environment for pedestrians, bicyclists, and those who reside adjacent to the roadway, while maintaining the vehicle
mobility and access needs of this arterial roadway. Enhancements to be considered would maintain the traffic capacity of the
roadway but improve existing conditions through tools such as roadway restriping and curb extensions and educational
programs that identify and recommend off-peak travel options.
Implementation Measures: Consider implementing safety upgrades to uncontrolled crosswalks along this corridor of
E. Blithedale Avenue in accordance with the Policy for Uncontrolled Crosswalks (Appendix B)
Program M.9-5: On East Blithedale Avenue between Camino Alto and the Highway 101 interchange, improve mobility for
vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians through:
▪
▪
▪

Traffic signal coordination and timing;
Separated facilities for bicyclists and pedestrians, where feasible; and
Modification and/or expansion of travel lanes from Meadow Drive to the Highway 101 South on-ramp.
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Policy M.10 - Bicycle and Pedestrian Access: Provide a consistent standard of pedestrian and bicycle access within the roadway
network.
Program M.10-1: Update encroachment policies and regulations to prohibit walls, fences, landscaping, utility boxes, and other
structures that unreasonably impede roadway views, safety, or access for pedestrians and bicyclists.
Program M.10-2: Establish a sidewalk and public right-of-way inspection, maintenance, and repair program that includes a
requirement for sidewalk installation, repair, or replacement where sidewalks already exist or where identified gaps in the
existing sidewalk network can be closed.
Implementation Measures: Develop an annual survey for bicyclists and pedestrians to identify bicycle and pedestrian
facilities in need of repair or replacement.
Program M.10-3: Coordinate with PG&E to underground utilities or, where possible, relocate utility poles to improve sidewalk
accessibility. Explore assessment bonds or other financing options to fund undergrounding costs.
Program M.10-4: Facilitate access for people with access and functional needs on public rights-of-way throughout the City.
Continue to review all projects for access for the physically disabled and require the installation of ramps and curb cuts in
accordance with Title 24 of the California Administrative Code and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1991.
Implementation Measures: Whenever possible, incorporate the City’s ADA Transition Plan recommendations in CIP
projects.
Program M.10-5: Continue to renovate, repair, and maintain the City’s steps, lanes, and paths that provide pedestrian
connections to residential and commercial areas and complete emergency evacuation routes.
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Policy M.11 - Improved Pedestrian and Bicycle Network: Establish and maintain a well-connected pedestrian and bicycle system that
is accessible, easy to navigate, and comfortable for all types of users.
Program M.11-1: Maintain an up-to-date Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation Plan to ensure eligibility for regional funding
and coordination with the County of Marin and other Marin cities and towns.
Program M.11-2: Continue to seek grants and other funding to support the implementation of the Bicycle and Pedestrian
Master Plan.
Implementation Measures: Seek funding opportunities available for Safe Routes to School projects to increase
connectivity of existing bicycle and pedestrian facilities that lead to schools. Work with the Mill Valley Safe Routes to
School Task Force to identify connectivity needs.
Program M.11-3: Use the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan as a guide in setting priorities for bicycle and pedestrian
improvements that are consistent with network and facility programs and improvements for other modes of transportation.
Implementation Measures: Identify implementation criteria for projects adopted in the Bicycle and Pedestrian
Transportation Plan and utilize the criteria to evaluate bicycle and pedestrian improvement projects as they arise.
Program M.11-4: Develop guidelines for crosswalk treatments to address pedestrian access and safety such as bulb-outs,
paving, and striping, along with guidelines for using these treatments in both controlled and uncontrolled crossing locations.
Implementation Measures: Improve crosswalk markings and signage, and consider the use of other pedestrian
improvements such as rapid flashing beacons.
Program M.11-5: Develop a pedestrian and bicycle count program and collect counts every two years.
Program M.11-6: Implement the Miller Avenue Streetscape Plan to provide pedestrian and bicycle connections between
downtown and the County bike lane and multi-use path.
Program M.11-7: Establish an ongoing repair and scheduled maintenance program for the City’s bicycle network and
pedestrian system.
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Implementation Measures: Develop a CIP project/funding for the maintenance of all bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
Program M.11-8: Allow and provide information to establish bike parking at special events.
Policy M.12 - Steps, Lanes, and Paths Network: Maintain, preserve, and restore Mill Valley’s network of steps, lanes, and paths.
Program M.12-1: The City shall preserve and restore its network of steps, lanes and paths. Official abandonment of any such
easements or fee simple rights of way should occur only in the most extraordinary circumstances and then only by vote of
City Council.
Program M.12-2: Provide adequate funding to keep the Steps, Lanes and Paths network safe and accessible. Where
appropriate, amenities such as benches, interpretive signs, and trash receptacles shall be incorporated into the system.
Implementation Measures: Continue to work with Federal, State, and local agencies to identify current and future funding
opportunities for maintenance and development of SLP facilities.

Program M.12-3: Encourage volunteer assistance in rebuilding currently overgrown or inaccessible paths, when feasible,
including by providing brush removal and/or modest site drainage or access improvements.
Program M.12-4: Where new steps, lanes, or paths are created as a result of new development, the project developer shall
construct, and if appropriate, maintain the new facilities.
Program M.12-5: The Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee, Parks and Recreation Commission and Emergency Preparedness
Committee shall make recommendations for new priorities as the Top 25 steps, lanes, and paths projects identified in the
Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation Plan are completed.
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Policy M.13 - Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety, Education and Outreach: Foster a common understanding among bicyclists, pedestrians,
drivers, and the police about the California Motor Vehicle Code and the rights and duties of all road users.
Program M.13-1: Encourage bicyclists and drivers to safely share the road through enforcement of applicable laws and
adoption of ordinances such as the “vulnerable user protection,” by offering education and providing public service
announcements through various media, and through connections with local bike clubs and bike shops.
Program M.13-2: Promote three-way collaboration among Safe Routes to School, the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory
Committee, and the Mill Valley Police Department to advance education, safety, and enforcement programs that encourage
more walking and bicycling.
Implementation Measures: Appoint a BPAC liaison to the Safe Routes to School program/meetings and continue to
invite representatives from Mill Valley Police Department to the BPAC meetings.
Program M.13-3: Establish a page on the City website linked to the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee page that
provides evidence-based information for parents, educators, and the general public about bicycle and pedestrian safety and
access.
Program M.13-4: Ensure that educational content is regularly updated and consistent with current law, research, and bestpractice recommendations from professional in the fields of transportation and injury prevention.
Program M.13-5: Evaluate and improve street lighting in areas of high pedestrian or bicycle traffic.
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Policy M.14 - Improved Transit Network: Work with Marin Transit to support the continued development of and improvements to
safe, efficient, and reliable transit service.
Program M.14-1: Improve public transit infrastructure (e.g., lighting, benches, shelters, trash cans, safe and convenient bike
racks and lockers, park and ride areas, news racks, real-time transit arrival information, etc.).
Implementation Measures: With the help of the BPAC, identify areas where public transit improvements are needed
and seek funding opportunities with the Transportation Authority of Marin (TAM) to improve public transit
infrastructure.
Program M.14-5: Support the creation of a “Safe Routes to Transit” program that is modeled on the same principles and
practices of Safe Routes to School.
Program M.14-6: Work with the Mill Valley Library, Community Center, and local businesses and hotels to provide pamphlets
and maps to share information on transit options available within the city.
Implementation Measures: Continue to update in a regular basis the Mill Valley Steps, Lanes, and Paths Map and
continue to make the map available to the public on the City Website and for purchase at the Library, City Hall, and
bookstores. Also, consider developing an application or web page for mobile devices that provides up-to-date public
transit information to the public.
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Policy M.16 – Funding: Seek funding from all possible sources for continued improvements and ongoing maintenance of roadways
and bicycle, transit, and pedestrian facilities.
Program M.16-1: Continue to use a long-term Capital Improvement Program (CIP) to set priorities and program funds for
roadway improvements and maintenance.
Program M.16-2: Continue to support the reauthorization of the Municipal Services Tax and consider other funding options
in support of local transportation maintenance and operations.
Program M.16-3: Use a “Complete Streets” approach to funding roadway improvements and maintenance that result in safe
and efficient travel for all users (vehicles, pedestrians, transit riders, and bicyclists), and a regular and consistent standard of
maintenance for the City’s transportation network.
Implementation Measures: Implement the City’s Complete Street Policy as adopted by Resolution No. 2013-03.
Projects shall provide safe, comfortable, and convenient travel along and across streets through a comprehensive,
integrated transportation network that serves all categories of users including pedestrians, bicyclists, and persons with
disabilities.
Transportation projects shall be reviewed by the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee early in the planning and design
stage for recommendations on complete street features.
Program M.16-4: Pursue state and federal funding and other possible grant opportunities.
Implementation Measures: Continue to work with Federal, State, and local agencies to identify current and future
funding opportunities for pedestrian and bicycle facility improvements.
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Mobility-4: Parking (Associated with Goal #8 of the Mill Valley Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan)
Recognize on- and off-street parking as a finite resource and effectively manage parking demand and capacity for all uses.
Policy M.17 – Parking: Establish new parking requirements for vehicles and bicycles and parking programs that enhance local
economic vitality and manage parking demand and capacity.
Programs M.17-3: Survey existing striping and curb cuts to locate opportunities for new auto, motorcycle, and bicycle parking
spaces.
Implementation Measures: Routinely review all roadway construction projects to accommodate bicycle parking as
funding and site conditions allow. Assess crosswalks to determine if vehicle parking spaces can be re-configured to
allow for increased visibility.
Program M.17-4: Provide adequate public, on-street disabled/accessible parking spaces and an accessible path of travel to
adjacent homes and shops.
Implementation Measures:
▪
▪

Implement recommendations outlined in the City’s ADA Transition Plan as funding allows.
Routinely review all roadway construction projects and private development projects to accommodate
accessible paths of travel.
▪ Continue the update of the sidewalk ordinance and incorporate a section that requires frontage improvements
as part of private developments.
Program M.17-5: Provide secure bicycle parking downtown and near popular citywide destinations, including public facilities,
schools, commercial and business centers, transit stops, and recreational areas.
Implementation Measures:
▪ Install a pilot bicycle corral facility in Downtown.
▪ Install additional bicycle racks at all parks, the Community Center, and the Library.
Program M.17-9: Require new multi-family, mixed-use, and commercial redevelopment projects to include secure bicycle
parking and facilities.
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Implementation Measures:
▪
▪

Routinely review private development projects to accommodate private and/or public bicycle parking facilities
as part of the design review process.
Consider developing and implementing standards for bicycle parking requirements for private development.

HOUSING ELEMENT-4: ADDRESS GOVERNMENTAL CONSTRAINTS (Associated with Goal #8 of the Mill Valley
Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan)
Address governmental constraints on the maintenance, improvement, and development of housing while maintaining community
character.
Program HE.21 – Update Parking Standards: The 2040 General Plan calls for the City to establish new parking standards and a
citywide parking management program for vehicles and bicycles. The following programs are intended to enhance parking
efficiencies and sustainability:
Implementation Measure:
▪

Include bicycle parking requirements in parking standards
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Additional Existing Bicycle- and Pedestrian-Related Policies (not from General Plan)
AB 1358 - California Complete Streets Act of 2008
The 2008 California Complete Streets Act requires that municipalities “upon any substantive revision of the circulation element of
the general plan, modify the circulation element to plan for a balanced, multimodal transportation network that meets the needs of
all users of streets, roads, and highways, defined to include motorists, pedestrians, people bicycling, children, persons with
disabilities, seniors, movers of commercial goods, and users of public transportation, in a manner that is suitable to the rural,
suburban, or urban context of the general plan” (Sec. 65040.2 and 65302).
Caltrans Deputy Directive DD-64-R2 - Complete Streets - Integrating the Transportation System (2008)
Following passage of the State’s Complete Streets Act, Caltrans adopted its own Complete Streets policy, which requires Caltrans to
provide “for the needs of travelers of all ages and abilities in all planning, programming, design, construction, operations, and
maintenance activities and products on the State Highway System.” The Caltrans policy is supported by Federal law requiring safe
accommodation for all users and State law requiring that Caltrans provide an integrated multi-modal system. It also helps local
governments meet their requirement under State law (AB 1358) to include Complete Streets in their General Plans.
SB 375 - Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008
The Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act (SB 375) supports the State of California’s climate action goals to reduce
GHG emissions through coordinated transportation and land use planning with the goal of fostering more sustainable communities.
Under SB 375, the California Air Resources Board (ARB) sets regional targets for GHG emissions reductions from passenger vehicle
use. In 2010, ARB established these targets for 2020 and 2035 for each regional Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO).
AB 32 - Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006
In 2006, the California Legislature passed and the Governor signed the Global Warming Solutions Act, which sets the 2020 greenhouse
gas emissions reduction goal into state law. It also directed the California Air Resources Board (CARB) to develop action plans for
meeting those GHG reduction targets. SB 375, adopted in 2008 to require coordination.
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Appendix D – Proposed Programs & Policies
Recommended Bicycle Programs and Policies
Topic Area
Bicycle Parking and
End-of-Trip
Facilities

Program/Policy
Maintain a bicycle
parking inventory

Details
Create an inventory of existing bicycle parking and update the inventory annually. The
inventory should be geo-located and include bike parking type (rack, locker, etc.), designation
(short-term, long-term), and capacity. The inventory should be maintained by the City of Mill
Valley.

Bicycle Parking and
End-of-Trip
Facilities

Provide valet bike
parking at public
events

A formal program should be instituted to provide secure bicycle corrals at all large public
events to encourage residents and visitors to bicycle rather than drive. The City should work
with the bicycle coalition in Marin County to offer free bicycle parking at events. The valet
parking works much like a motor vehicle valet: the bicyclist gives their bicycle to the attendant,
who tags the bicycle with a number and gives the bicyclist a claim stub. When the bicyclist
returns to get her or his bicycle, she or he presents the claim stub and the attendant retrieves
her or his bicycle for them. Locks are not needed. The Bicycle Coalition can also park strollers,
rollerblades, electric scooters and other human- or electric-powered transportation devices.
Valet parking could be sponsored by the City in partnership with the Marin County Bicycle
Coalition and/or other providers or sponsors. Volunteers are critical to the success of such a
program as they are typically used to staff the corral during the events.

Bylaw

Condition construction
projects on
development of
bicycle facilities

Private development presents an excellent opportunity to integrate active transportation into
newly constructed or redeveloped environments. A policy should be developed concerning
bikeway construction as a part of redevelopment or new construction. Based on specific
criteria, bikeways could be required for development permits or bicycle facilities could be
incorporated into the City’s traffic mitigation strategies. Bikeways to be constructed should be
identified in the Mill Valley Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan and be reviewed by staff with the
involvement of the BPAC. End of trip facilities should be integrated according to national and
international best practices.
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Topic Area
Bylaw

Program/Policy
Protect bicycle
facilities from removal

Details
The City should implement a practice that prohibits the removal of existing bikeway facilities.
For example, Class II bicycle lane facilities would not be removed at a future date to increase
motor vehicle capacity without a thorough study analyzing the alternatives and unless the
bicycle accommodation is replaced by another facility of equal or greater utility to people
using bicycles.

Education

Educate all travelers
on road-sharing

The City should continue to partner with TAM on implementing the Street Smarts Marin
program in Mill Valley. The campaign targets motorist, bicyclist, and pedestrian behavior and
educates the public on safe conduct through banners and signs.

Encouragement

Host bicycle fairs and
races

Hosting bike fairs and races in Mill Valley can raise the profile of bicycling in the area and
provide entertainment for all ages at the same time. These events contribute to the local
economy by bringing visitors to Mill Valley and provide an opportunity to educate and
encourage current and potential bicyclists.

Encouragement

Bike-to-work and biketo-school days

The City of Mill Valley should participate in the annual Bike-to-Work day in May, in conjunction
with the California bike-to-work week activities. City staff should be present at energizer
stations along the route to promote the plan and other programs. The City may also consider
implementing bike-to-school days and bike-to-shop days.

Encouragement

Mill Valley bicycle
facilities map

Producing a bicycle facilities map is the primary tool for showing bicyclists all the designated
bikeways in Mill Valley. On an annual basis, the City of Mill Valley should work with the Marin
County Bicycle Coalition (MCBC) to produce a Mill Valley-specific bicycle map. The Mill Valley
Bicycle Map should clearly show the type of facility (path, lane, or route) as well as include
basic safety information, significant destinations, and location of bicycle parking facilities,
public bathrooms, water fountains, transit stops, and bicycle facilities in the neighboring
communities. Selling advertising space on the map to local restaurants, shops and bicycle
stores could offset the cost of the map’s development and printing. The map could also be sold
for a nominal fee. Distribution points for the map include: City offices, the library, the
community center, local schools, bicycle shops and other recreational retail outlets. In
addition, the City should work with Google Maps, OpenStreetMap, and other online map
application program interfaces (APIs).
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Topic Area
Enforcement

Program/Policy
Enforcement of
motorist behavior on
City streets

Details
The City should enforce existing traffic laws, targeting behaviors that present a clear hazard to
other road users. Behaviors emphasized should include, but not be limited to, moving
violations (i.e. speeding, failure to yield, etc.), parking violations (i.e. parking in bike lane,
parking across sidewalk, etc.), failure to adhere to the “3 foot pass” law, and aggressive,
impaired and/or distracted driving.

Enforcement

Development of ‘rules
of the road’

The City should develop ordinances for adoption by local legislators to enforce the code of
conduct on trails and multi-use paths.

Engineering

Enhance multi-modal
connections

The City of Mill Valley should work with Golden Gate Transit and Marin County Transit District
to continue to expand bicycle access to buses. Bicycle travel to transit stops and stations
should be enhanced in order to make the transfer between bicycle and transit travel as
convenient as possible. Key components to enhancing transit-bicycle connections include:
providing long-term bicycle parking at transit stops, including covered and secured bike
parking such as lockers or bike cages at key bus stops and transfer points; providing
educational materials regarding transit and bikes-on-transit, including maps to and from
stations and stops. Improvements to bicycle rack capacity on buses will benefit Mill Valley
cyclists who use Marin Transit and Golden Gate Transit. SMART trains will also have the
capability to carry bikes inside its cars.

Engineering

Develop Policy of
Installing BicycleCalibrated Loop
Detectors or Video
Detection with Bicycle
Zones at Signalized
Intersections

The City should develop a policy of installing bicycle-calibrated loop detectors at intersections
along designated bike routes as they are repaved. For new installations, it is recommended
that the City use Type D for lead loops in all regular travel lanes shared with bicycles. Within
bike lanes it is recommended that the City install Bicycle Loop Detectors (BLDs) using narrow
Type C loops.
Where video detection is currently or planned to be in use, it is recommended that the City
implement a practice of incorporating additional detection zones for bicycles, especially for
intersections with side path, wide curb lane or Class II bicycle lane facilities. Video image
detection should sense bicycles in all approach lanes and also on the left side of right-turn
channelization islands. Some video systems can estimate approach speed, and this capability
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Topic Area

Program/Policy

Details
could be used to extend the green time for slow objects assumed to be bicycles. This policy
was included in the 2008 Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan.

Engineering

Apply pavement
stenciling to indicate
detection areas

All detector loops and video detection areas expected to be used by cyclists should be marked
by a pavement stencil such as the Caltrans Standard Plan A24C bicycle detection marking that
shows cyclists where to stop to activate the loop or video detection. Educational materials
distributed by the City should describe how to activate bicycle detectors. Stencils should be
repainted as needed by the City along with other roadway markings. This policy was included
in the 2008 Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan.

Engineering

Ensure that all existing
loops and video
detection devices are
calibrated and
operable for bicycle
users

Detector loops and video detection devices can facilitate faster and more convenient motorist
trips, but if they aren’t calibrated properly or stop functioning, they can frustrate cyclists
waiting for signals to change, unaware that their bicycle is not being detected. This policy was
included in the 2008 Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan.

Engineering

Intersection and
bikeway spot
improvement program

The City should ensure that a mechanism exists to evaluate the bikeway network, to alleviate
potential hazards and to improve conditions for bicyclists at specific intersections and
locations. Training should be provided if necessary to ensure that public works employees
recognize bicycle hazards such as:

Engineering

Traffic calming
measures

• Improperly designed or placed drainage grates
• Cracks or seams in the pavement
• Overhanging tree limbs or other obstacles located along bikeways
• Areas where lane changes are difficult (e.g., bicycle lane to left-turn pocket)
• Signal timing problems (e.g. green phase too short)
• Locations where motor vehicle traffic blocks bike facilities on a regular basis
Traffic calming programs are beneficial for bicyclists, especially if programs succeed in reducing
the speed differential between automobile and bicyclist travel speeds. Physical traffic calming
solutions should take into account cyclists’ needs; incorporate design features and signage that
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Topic Area

Program/Policy
(Currently under
review by the City of
Mill Valley)

Details
ensure that cyclists and motorists have enough room to share the lane; and clearly establish
right-of-way priorities.

Maintenance

Develop a funding
source for the bicycle
maintenance program

Bikeways are an integral part of Mill Valley’s transportation network, and maintenance of the
bikeway network should be part of the ongoing maintenance program for all City
transportation facilities. As such, bikeway network maintenance should be adequately funded.
In addition to maintenance funds from general revenue, the City may also want to consider
pursuing other methods of securing funding for bikeway and pathway maintenance. Examples
of alternative funding include “adopt-a-trail” programs, implementing recreational fees on the
purchase of recreational equipment in the City, project-specific fundraising, and the sale of
City-developed bicycle maps. The Transportation Authority of Marin has undertaken
development of maintenance strategies for countywide pathways which may provide insights
into development of a similar program for bikeways in Mill Valley.

Maintenance

Integrate bikeway
maintenance into
DPW maintenance
requests

In the future, all printed and online bicycle education materials and maps should include the
Department of Public Works maintenance request website and phone number.

Planning and
Evaluation

Provide
recommendations in
planning of regional
routes

Work with City staff to prioritize and identify next steps for the MV-CM B/P Corridor Study &
the Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan.

The City of Mill Valley adopted a traffic calming program in 2012. The program provides a
toolbox of potential countermeasures, and designates a process for implementing traffic
calming measures. Residents are encouraged to participate in the program by submitting
Traffic Action Request Forms that help identify roadways with a history of unsafe motor
vehicle operations, roadway configurations that encourage speeding, poor delineation of
pedestrian crossings, and other potential bicycle and pedestrian related issues.
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Topic Area
Planning and
Evaluation

Program/Policy
Periodically analyze
bicycle collision data

Details
The City should evaluate bicycle collision data on an annual basis to determine if any specific
intersection locations appear to have higher collision rates that could be due to design
problems.

Parking

Guidelines for private
bicycle parking on
commercial, mixeduse, and multi-family
residential sites

The City has not had guidelines or regulations regarding bicycle parking at private sites in the
past, and many of the older existing commercial, mixed-use, and multi-family residential sites
are constrained with either no or limited space for bicycle parking. However, many recent
private development projects have included bicycle parking facilities for residents, employees,
and/or clients on a voluntary basis or as part of the City’s Design Review process.
As the City’s commercial and multi-family residential zones are primarily located along transit
and bicycle corridors, the inclusion of bicycle parking facilities is beneficial to both and existing
residents/visitors and new residents/visitors brought by new private development.
The following guidelines for private bicycle parking on commercial, mixed-use, and multifamily residential sites for long- and short-term bicycle parking shall be considered during the
Design Review process:
A. Long-term bicycle parking must be provided in order to serve employees, students,
residents, commuters, and others who generally stay at a site for four hours or longer
1. Parking Spaces Required.
a) Residential Uses. A minimum of one long-term bicycle parking space
must be provided for every five units for multi-unit residential and
group residential projects with more than 4 units
2. Location. Long-term bicycle parking must be located on the same lot as the
use it serves. In parking garages, long-term bicycle parking must be located
near an entrance to the facility.
3. Covered Spaces. At least 50 percent of required long-term bicycle parking
must be covered. Covered parking can be provided inside buildings, under roof
overhangs or awnings, in bicycle lockers, or within/under other structures.
4. Security. Long-term bicycle parking must be in:
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Topic Area

Program/Policy

Details
a. An enclosed bicycle locker;
b. A fenced, covered, locked, or guarded bicycle storage area;
c. A rack or stand inside a building that is within view of attendant,
security guard, or visible from employee work areas; or
d. Other secure area approved by the Planning and Building Director or
designated Design Review authority.
5. Size and Accessibility. Each bicycle parking space must be a minimum of two
feet in width and six feet in length and must be accessible without moving
another bicycle. Two feet of clearance must be provided between bicycle
parking spaces and adjacent walls, poles, landscaping, street furniture, drive
aisles, and pedestrian ways and at least five feet from vehicle parking spaces.
B. Short-term Bicycle Parking. Short-term parking shall be provided in order to serve
shoppers, customers, messengers, guests, and other visitors to a site who generally
stay for a short time.
1. Parking Spaces Required.
a. Commercial, Office, and Banks. The number of short-term bicycle
parking spaces shall be at least 5 percent of required automobile
parking spaces.
b. Community Uses. The number of short-term bicycle parking spaces
shall be determined by the Planning Commission at the time of Use
Permit or Design Review approval.
c. Other uses not specifically listed above shall furnish parking spaces as
required by the Director of Planning and Building or the Planning
Commission. In determining the off-street parking space requirements
for said uses, the above requirements shall be used as a general guide.
2. Location. Short-term bicycle parking must be located outside of the public
right of way and pedestrian walkways and within 50 feet of a main entrance to
the building it serves.
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Topic Area

Program/Policy

Details
3. Anchoring and Security. For each short-term bicycle parking space required, a
stationary, securely anchored object shall be provided to which a bicycle frame
and one wheel can be secured with a high-security U-shaped shackled lock if
both wheels are left on the bicycle. One such object may serve multiple bicycle
parking spaces.
4. Size and Accessibility. Each short-term bicycle parking space shall be a
minimum of two feet in width and six feet in length and shall be accessible
without moving another bicycle. Two feet of clearance shall be provided
between bicycle parking spaces and adjacent walls, poles, landscaping, street
furniture, drive aisles, and pedestrian ways and at least five feet from vehicle
parking spaces.
Private development projects in the City that include significant design modifications are
reviewed through the City’s Design Review process, either by the Zoning Administrator
(Planning Director) or the Planning Commission. While the constrained nature of existing sites
may prohibit the inclusion of bicycle parking from existing sites, less constrained sites or sites
which are redeveloped are expected to meet the above Guidelines. Review of the proposed
bicycle parking guidelines, as with other design guidelines, is subject to review and approval by
the designated Design Review body.
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Recommended Pedestrian Programs and Policies
Topic Area
Enforcement

Program/Policy
Enforcement of bicyclist
behavior on shared-use paths

Details
On shared-use paths, bicyclists are the fastest-moving mode. Pedestrians, such as
walkers and users of wheelchairs and skateboards, are slower and more vulnerable in
the event of a collision. In addition to the Marin County Path & Trail Conduct, Mill Valley
should conduct an enforcement campaign that targets high-speed travelers on shareduse paths.

Engineering

Improve lighting on sidewalks

Provide consistent illumination along all pedestrian routes through the installation of
pedestrian-scale lighting. Prioritize upgrades around locations where substandard
lighting presents a collision or public safety hazard.

Engineering

Establish intersection and
sidewalk spot improvement
program

The City should ensure that a mechanism exists to evaluate the sidewalk network, to
alleviate potential hazards and to improve conditions for pedestrians at specific
intersections and locations. Training should be provided if necessary to ensure that
public works employees recognize walking hazards such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engineering

Identify pedestrian priority
corridors
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Incomplete or narrow sidewalks
Missing or improperly designed crosswalks and curb ramps
Long, unprotected crossings
Faded or illegible street markings, including crosswalks
Cracks or buckles in the sidewalk
Overhanging tree limbs or other obstacles on the sidewalk
Locations where motor vehicles block the sidewalk on a regular basis
Locations of low visibility and/or limited sightlines (e.g. where vehicles are
permitted to park too close to a crosswalk)
The City should adopt a more rigorous policy for pedestrian accommodation, including
specific streets where ADA-compliant sidewalks or pathways are a priority. These
recommendations should be included in the City’s Standard Specifications as
permitted/desired treatments.
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Topic Area
Maintenance

Program/Policy
Monitor and manage
vegetation

Details
Require property owners to trim vegetation that threatens to encroach upon the
sidewalk or that limits visibility on curves. For City buildings, proactively manage
landscaping to avoid obstructing pedestrian facilities.

Planning and
Evaluation

Develop Steps, Lanes and Paths
project priorities

Continue to improve the top 25 Steps, Lanes and Paths (SLPs) and identify at least one
construction project for development per year.

Planning and
Evaluation

Collect pedestrian data

Pedestrian counts are important because they provide documentation of actual
pedestrian activity, allowing the City to make informed decisions to target improvements
in areas where they will be most beneficial. Project-specific “before and after” counts
are also valuable to assess progress in encouraging active transportation, and are
increasingly required to compete for outside grant funding (including the statewide
Active Transportation Program, or ATP).
• Create a program to conduct regular pedestrian data collection efforts at
strategic screen lines to assess activity level trends.
• Update citywide traffic counts for all modes, including automobile counts, to
assist the feasibility and design for including pedestrian facilities in new projects.
• Create and maintain a regularly updated sidewalk inventory and sidewalk
condition database, as well as a maintenance plan to address identified issues.
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Recommended Active Transportation Programs and Policies
Topic Area
Bylaw

Program/Policy
Provide accessible detours.

Details
Condition construction projects on implementation of the City of Mill Valley’s
construction detour policy, which ensures that pedestrians and cyclists are provided
safe temporary detours around construction or road maintenance sites.

Education

Educate all travelers on roadsharing.

The City should continue to partner with TAM on implementing the Street Smarts
Marin program in Mill Valley. The campaign targets motorist, bicyclist, and pedestrian
behavior and educates the public on safe conduct through banners and signs.

Education

Educate and engage youth

Partnering with local student groups can provide youth engagement opportunities,
bring enthusiasm to projects, and help build community buy-in. Environment-focused
groups, such as Mill Valley Recreation or the Conservation Corps North Bay, may be
natural partners for the goals of increasing active transportation in Mill Valley.

Education

Adopt the Marin County Path
& Trail Code of Conduct.

The draft Marin County Path & Trail Code of Conduct is intended to promote safety
among all users of shared-use paths. It includes the following high-level provisions:

Education

Continue and expand existing
education programs
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• Be Courteous and Predictable
• Don’t Block the Trail
• Keep Right
• Pass on the Left
• Give Audible Warning BEFORE Passing
• Obey All Traffic Signs and Signals
• Use Lights at Night
• Keep Animals Safe and Under Control
• Have you Outgrown Trails?
Existing school education programs should be continued and funding for Safe Routes
to Schools programming should be actively supported by City officials. For adult
education, the City should work with law enforcement and the Marin County Bicycle
Coalition to publicize local adult bicycle education and safety programs, including
“Share the Road” and “Street Skills” classes. Mill Valley should offer “Bicycle Traffic
School” in lieu of fines.
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Topic Area
Encouragement

Program/Policy
Support community groups
and schools.

Details
Create a strong pedestrian culture that welcomes and celebrates walking through:
•

Supporting local advocacy groups by reaching out to local schools or groups in
order to promote pedestrian-related projects and to maximize public-private
funding opportunities such as development of walking maps and/or path
maintenance.
• Supporting bike-to-work and walk-to-work Days by hosting energizer stations
and by promoting the events through available media outlets.
• Supporting International Walk and Roll to School Day in October through
coordinated efforts with Mill Valley schools.
Distribute educational materials that encourage walking and bicycling, discuss safety
and publicize upcoming workshops. Establish a City webpage containing bicycle and
pedestrian safety and access information in accordance with section M.13-3 of the
MV2040 Mill Valley General Plan.

Encouragement

Develop web and print
information for residents and
visitors.

Enforcement

Enforcement of motorist
behavior on City streets and
sidewalks.

The City should enforce existing traffic laws, targeting behaviors that present a clear
hazard to other road users. Behaviors emphasized should include, but not be limited
to, moving violations (e.g. speeding, failure to yield), parking violations (e.g. parking on
the sidewalk), and aggressive, impaired and/or distracted driving.

Engineering

Maintain and improve
existing Class I paths

Maintain and improve existing Class I paths, using signs and striping to guide sharing by
pedestrians and cyclists. Identify locations where conflicts exist between trail users and
use centerlines or physical delineation to separate Class III path users by mode and/or
direction of travel.

Engineering

Improve lighting on shareduse paths

Provide consistent illumination along all Class I routes through the installation of
pedestrian-scale lighting. Prioritize upgrades around locations where substandard
lighting presents a collision or public safety hazard.

Engineering

Implement traffic calming
measures

The City of Mill Valley adopted a traffic calming program in 2014. Traffic calming
improvements shall be considered for recommended Class III routes, particularly for
those routes identified as enhanced “bicycle boulevards.” The traffic calming program
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Topic Area

Program/Policy

Details
provides a toolbox of potential countermeasures, and designates a clear process for
implementing traffic calming measures.

Engineering

Targeted speed limit
reduction

Consider a 15/20 mph zone speed limit for application in select school zones and active
transportation corridors.

Safe Routes to
Schools

Provide enhanced
infrastructure near schools
and along routes to schools

Identifying and improving routes for children and school staff to walk or bicycle to
school is an effective means of reducing morning traffic congestion and addressing
safety problems around schools. Enhanced infrastructure may include, but not be
limited to, street markings, signage, refuge medians, curb extensions, adjustments to
traffic signals, and other safety measures.

Wayfinding

Support wayfinding
enhancements along
pedestrian and bicycle routes

In collaboration with Marin County, develop informational kiosks that contain details
about walking and bicycling in Mill Valley. The kiosk may contain safety information
and a facilities map showing pedestrian and bicycle routes, significant destinations,
location of bicycle parking facilities, public bathrooms, water fountains, transit stops,
and pedestrian and bicycle facilities in neighboring communities.
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APPENDIX E – RELATED PLANS
This Plan is intended to coordinate and guide the provision of all pedestrian- and bicycle-related plans, programs, and projects in the
City. The studies or planning efforts listed below have been reviewed and consulted, studied for consistency, and where appropriate,
incorporated into the Mill Valley plan update. Additional plans are discussed in the Coordination section.

Local Plans
Mill Valley 2040 General Plan
Adopted in 2013, the Mill Valley General Plan (MV2040) retains its primary 1989 goal “to protect and enhance the natural beauty
and small town character of Mill Valley and to encourage continued diversity of housing, income levels and lifestyles in the
community.” The City has already begun implementing various programs recommended in the MV2040 plan.
Municipal Code
Bicycle parking - 20.40.030 states that “One on-site bicycle space shall be provided for every two commercial amusement
devices. Bicycle parking shall be in bicycle racks or stands and shall not obstruct required exits. Bicycle parking may be required inside
buildings if no acceptable outside area exists on site.”
Safe Routes to Schools Project
In the summer of 2014 and 2015, Mill Valley constructed Safe Routes to Schools projects, bringing pedestrian improvements to all
five elementary schools within the City. Pedestrian improvements included curb extensions, reconfiguration of crosswalks,
installation of curb ramps and sidewalks, and traffic signal improvements.
Miller Avenue Streetscape Project (2011)
The City of Mill Valley established a Miller Avenue Streetscape Task Force to consider multiple modes of transportation on Miller
Avenue from Sunnyside Avenue to Almonte Boulevard as they pertain to roadway design. A task force goal is to complete a conceptual
design for Miller Avenue that provides a safe, efficient, and enjoyable street for all users. This Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan Update
includes the recommendations of the Miller Avenue Task Force by reference. The Miller Avenue Streetscape Project started
construction summer of 2016.
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ADA Self-Evaluation and Transition Plan (2010)
The City of Mill Valley completed an Americans with Disabilities Act Self-Evaluation and Transition Plan in 2010 that evaluated
programs, activities, services, and facilities for conformance with the Act. The plan provides longer range development for expansion
of pedestrian accessibility improvements in the public right-of-way. Many of the recommendations in this Plan are being
implemented as part of Capital Improvement Projects.
Transportation Committee’s Solving Traffic Problems in Mill Valley Report (2001)
In February 2000, the Mill Valley Transportation Committee was formed to address increasing traffic levels and congestion in Mill
Valley. The committee focused on three primary objectives: to identify and analyze the causes, to assess and develop alternative
proposals, and to recommend specific short, medium-, and long-term actions. The committee held open houses and conducted
transportation surveys. Specific recommendations were made regarding bicycle and pedestrian issues and facilities.
Mill Valley Bikeways Master Plan Report (1982)
In 1980, Mill Valley formed a Bicycle Committee consisting of six members of varying interests and backgrounds. The Committee
reviewed the existing bikeways within the City and developed a master plan to meet bicycling needs. The Committee developed a
Mill Valley Bikeways Master Plan Report in 1982. The Master Plan was adopted by the Mill Valley City Council in April of 1983. The
Bikeways Master Plan is included in the Mill Valley General Plan adopted in 1989. The bicycle routes adopted in 1982 were reviewed
by a nine-member Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC) established by the Mill Valley City Council in 1999. The BPAC
concurred with the bicycle routes established in 1982.
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Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plans
Marin Countywide Plan (2008)
This plan, adopted in 2008, provides countywide policy guidance on integration of bicycling, walking, and accessibility into the
transportation network. An update to the Marin Countywide Plan is being coordinated with other local plans and is scheduled to be
released in 2016.
Non-motorized Transportation Pilot Program (2006)
Begun in 2006 and administered through 2010, this Federal Highway Administration program allocated $25 million to bicycle and
pedestrian projects throughout Marin County. Included was an extensive public outreach and planning process to identify, rank, and
select infrastructure projects and educational programs to be funded by the program.
Marin County Transit District Short-Range Transit Plan (2006)
The Marin County Transit District Short-Range Transit Plan (SRTP) includes a complete assessment of the current Marin County transit
system and its riders, as well as an identification of transit needs and alternative ways to meet those needs. The goal of the plan is to
develop a financially sustainable transit system for Marin County that maximizes productivity and mobility for everyone who travels
within the County. A majority of Measure A Transportation Sales Tax revenues fund local transit service. Per Measure A requirements,
this plan will be updated every two years. In terms of bicycle access to transit, the plan includes a statement that higher capacity
bicycle racks are recommended for new buses. This plan also includes bus stop amenity standards, which include the provision of
appropriate bicycle storage and/or parking at all high use transit stops with usage of over 100 passengers per day.
Alto Tunnel Scoping Study, Volumes I and II (2001)
This study was completed in 2001. It collected background documents and laid out the scope of a future feasibility study for reopening
the Alto Tunnel between Corte Madera and Mill Valley. The studies contain detailed information about the current condition of the
tunnel as known through field inspections and inferred from historical sources. The document recommends a specific strategy for
further study of the tunnel’s condition.
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MTC Regional Bicycle Plan (2001)
The Metropolitan Transportation Commission’s 2001 Regional Bicycle Plan is a component of the 2001 Regional Transportation Plan
for the San Francisco Bay Area, which establishes the region’s 25-year transportation investment plan. The plan identifies a bikeway
network over 1,600 miles in length, which includes all 400 miles of the Bay Trail, the multi-use pathway that will ultimately encircle
San Francisco Bay. The creation of the Regional Bicycle Network will provide better access to the region’s transit network and activity
centers, as well as serving the goal of encouraging greater use of the bicycle as a transportation mode.
Marin County North-South Bikeway Feasibility Study (1994)
The purpose of the Marin County North-South Bikeway Feasibility Study was to identify and develop a safe and efficient north-south
bikeway from the Golden Gate Bridge to the Sonoma County line, generally following the old Northwestern Pacific Railroad right-ofway. The Study was never officially adopted. The plan’s recommendations included development of a long-term “North-South
Greenway” alignment along the Northwest Pacific Railroad right-of-way through much of the County. However, the study recognized
the short-term difficulties in this alignment due to the intended use of the right-of-way for transit, cost, rebuilding of tunnels, and
private site development. Thus, it also recommended a short-term alignment that runs mostly along existing streets and paths, with
improvements in signing, striping, and pavement.
Bay Trail Gap Analysis (2005)
The Bay Trail Project is a nonprofit organization administered by the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) that plans,
promotes, and advocates for the implementation of a continuous 500-mile bicycle, pedestrian, multi-use path around San Francisco
Bay. When complete, the trail will pass through 47 cities, all nine Bay Area counties, and cross seven toll bridges. To date, more than
half the length of the Bay Trail alignment has been developed. The Bay Trail designated a ‘spine’ for a continuous through-route
around the Bay and ‘spurs’ for shorter routes to Bay resources. The goals of the plan include providing connections to existing park
and recreation facilities, creating links to existing and proposed transportation facilities, and preserving the ecological integrity of the
Bays and their wetlands. Major Marin sections that have been completed include the Tiburon Bicycle Path, the Mill Valley-Sausalito
Bicycle Path, the Corte Madera-Larkspur Bay Trail, and sections of the San Rafael Shoreline Park Pathway.
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APPENDIX F – EXISTING FACILITIES
There is a total of 9.71 miles of existing bikeways located within the City of Mill Valley. The majority of bikeways in Mill Valley are
along primary commute or recreation facilities such as the Miller Avenue bicycle lanes or Mill Valley-Sausalito Pathway. The majority
of the other bikeways are either feeders to these primary bikeways or define alternate routes through constrained areas where the
primary pathway or lane is discontinuous. The table below provides segment details for the existing bikeways in Mill Valley.
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Segment Name

Begin

Bayfront Park Pathway

Loop

Bayfront Park Pathway
Camino Alto Sidepath
Edna Maguire Spur Pathway
Freeman Park Pathway
Hamilton Dr Pathway
Mill Valley-Sausalito Pathway
Sycamore Ave Pathway

Mill Valley-Sausalito Pathway
Sycamore Ave
Mill Valley-Sausalito Pathway
Nelson Ave
Bayfront Park Pathway
City Limits (south)
Camino Alto

Segment Name

Class

Length (mi)

I

0.59

Hamilton Dr
Mill Valley Recreation driveway
Lomita Dr
Ryan Ave
Shelter Bay Ave
Vasco Ct
Mill Valley-Sausalito Pathway

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
TOTAL

0.21
0.18
0.09
0.07
0.35
1.67
0.24
3.40

Begin

End

Class

Camino Alto
Lomita Dr
Miller Ave
Miller Ave (westbound)
Miller Ave

City Limit (north)/ Chapman Dr
Lomita Dr/ Edna Maguire Elementary
190’ south of Sunnyside Dr
Willow St
Evergreen Ave

E Blithedale Ave
City Limit (east)/ 350’ west of Shell Rd
480’ west of Park Ave
Locust Ave
City Limit (south)/ Almonte Blvd

II
II
II
II
II
TOTAL

Segment Name

Begin

End

Class

Ashford Ave
E Blithedale Ave
Hamilton Dr
Janes St
Meadow Dr
Miller Ave
Miller Ave (westbound)
Locust Ave
Montford Ave
Molino Ave
Redwood Hwy Frontage Rd
Sycamore Ave
La Goma St

Lomita Dr
Ashford Ave
Shelter Bay Ave
Molino Ave
Ashford Ave
480’ west of Park Ave
Camino Alto
Miller Ave
Miller Ave
Janes St
Hamilton Dr
Locust Ave
Miller Ave

E Blithedale Ave
Kipling Dr/Tower Dr
Redwood Highway Frontage Road
Montford Ave
City Limit (east)/ 355’ west of Tower Dr
Valley Cir
550’ east of Camino Alto
Sycamore Ave
City Limit (south)/ Janes Ave
Montford Ave
City Limit (south)
Camino Alto
Sycamore Ave

III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
TOTAL
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End

Length
1.37
0.36
0.33
0.06
0.93
3.05
Length
0.20
0.16
0.15
0.42
0.24
0.65
0.10
0.08
0.28
0.28
0.21
0.40
0.09
3.26
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Facility
No.*

Segment Location

Type

Width

Length
(feet)

1

Willow Steps (lower portion) at 320 Miller to 456 Ethel Avenue

Steps

4'

100

3

Commencing at upper end of paved Una Way to 329 Ethel Avenue

Steps

4’

250

5

86 Miller to 171 Ethel Avenue

Steps and
Trail

4’

250

6

Miller Lane (aka Jacob’s Ladders) -- 102 Ethel to parking lot of Mill Creek Plaza (38 Miller)

Steps

4

150

7

Creek Lane (95 Ethel Avenue to 187 Throckmorton)

Steps

4’

200

8

Willow Steps (upper portion) at 456 Ethel Avenue to 419 Molino Avenue (steps continued from
facility no.1)

Steps

4’

100

11

322 Ethel Avenue to 65 Mirabel

Steps

8’

175

12

Woodside Lane commencing with concrete driveway at 364 Ethel Avenue, then branching off paved
Woodside near hydrant to emerge at 377 Molino Avenue

Pavement to
Trail

3’

350

13

Heuters Lane Steps: (end of paved Heuters Lane to 143 Ethel Avenue)

Stairs

4’

200

14

Molino Ave to Ethel Avenue

17

187 Molino Avenue downhill to 37 Wildomar

Steps and
trail

4”

250

18

Ethel Lane (22 Ethel Avenue to 77 Molino Avenue)

Stairs

4’

200

19

Molino Lane (across Molino Avenue
from stairs #18) 66/86 Molino Avenue to
35 Florence.

Steps at
top of
pavement

4'

200

22

On cascade from Throckmorton Avenue to Molino Avenue

23

Molino Way (40 Molino Avenue uphill to end of Millside)

Steps

3.5’

350

26

Cascade Way (lower Dipsea Stairs) to 15 Millside

Steps

3.5’

350
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Facility
No.*

Segment Location

Type

Width

Length
(feet)

27

Ocean Way (middle Dipsea Stairs) 284 Marion to 115 Hazel

Steps

4’

350

28

Hale Lane (upper Dipsea Stairs) 109 Hazel to 312 Edgewood

Steps

4’

150

33

145 Cascade to 154 Marion

Steps

6’

250

34

183 Cascade to 115 Marion

Lane

2’

150

37

Earnscliffe Canyon Trail (52 Marion to Monte Vista/Hazel intersection)

Trail

2’-5’

600

38

Monte Vista/Hazel Intersection to 230 Rose

Trail

2’-0'

500

41

220 Monte Vista to 265 Rose Avenue

Trail

2’-3'

100

42

265 Rose to “paper” Cypress Avenue

Trail

3’

300

46

Eugene Steps

Steps

-

-

47

150 Lovell to 101 Cornelia (“paper” Oak Street)

Lane and
Steps

15”, 3.5’

200, 100

48

Oak Lane -- 95 Cornelia to 100 Tamalpais Avenue

Steps

4’

300

49

54 Bayview to 70 Summit (upper Madrona Steps)

Steps

6'

100

49

52 Lovell to 54 Bayview (Madrona Steps)

Steps

6'

150

50

Upper end of Bernard Street to 100 Summit Avenue

Steps

4’

200

51

Alcatraz Steps -- beginning at 28 Lower Alcatraz uphill to 75 Upper Alcatraz

Steps

4’

400

54

10 Lyon Place uphill to 95 Magee

Steps

4’

200

60

Cascade Falls Park

Trail

12’

1,250

61

372 W. Blithedale Ave to 405 Eldridge (Shady Lane)

Steps

6’

250

63

La Paloma Lane -- 172 W. Blithedale Ave to 36 Portola Lane continuing uphill to 109 Eldridge

Trail

8’

150

65

38 Bigelow to Coronet (across street from 33 Coronet)

Trail

4’

150

66

3 Bradford Way to 100 Coronet

Trail

3’

200
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Facility
No.*

Segment Location

Type

Width

Length
(feet)

67

Oakdale (Mt. Carmel Church) to 76/84 Hillside

Steps

4’

100

69

End of Hill Street to 126 Hillside

Steps

4’

300

71

84 Oakdale to 109 Hillside

Steps

4’

75

72

99/109 Hillside uphill to 209/215 Hillside

Steps

4’

250

73

119 Buena Vista to Circle (just S of Circle/Hillcrest intersection) – Julia Steps

Steps

4’

100

74

56 Walnut to 26 Catalpa

Lane

8’

350

75

45 Catalpa to 146 Elm

Lane

8’

250

76

Willow Lane, commencing at bridge located on end of Willow, extending to 160 Sycamore; then
continuing from 157 Sycamore to 130 Walnut; then 133 Walnut to 97 Locust; then 98 Locust to 196
Elm

Lanes

8’, 8',
10', 8'

100, 250,
250, 200

101

Camino Alto alongside creek and parallel to Plymouth Ave., to 65 Park Terrace, ending at multiuse
bridge crossing creek to Egger Plaza parking lot (General Hardware, Sloats Garden Center, etc.)

Trail

3’

750

106

330 Ethel to 351 Molino Avenue

Steps

8'

250

110

Lockwood Lane – Helens Lane to Florence Avenue

131

Across from 656 Throckmorton, following creek to Cascade Falls Park entrance

Trail

3’

500

140

560 Cascade to Reservoir

Trail

3-8’

600

154

End of Tamalpais Avenue to 650 Lovell (“paper” Tamalpais Lane)

Trail

4'-2'

350

184

20 Magee Avenue to 77 Marguerite

Trail

4'

100

230

W. Blithedale Ave (across from 55 W. Blithedale Ave) to 40/50 Hillside Ave – Gardner Steps

Steps

4’

100

238

197 Oakdale to trail #237

Trail

3'

75

237

Trail 237 to 133 Bolsa Ave

Trail

3’

75

243

245 Elinor continuing on road easement to 11 Bay Tree Lane

Trail

3’

1,000

244

Extension of Elinor to Via Van Dyke

Trail

3’

200
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Facility
No.*

Segment Location

Type

Width

Length
(feet)

248

Elinor Avenue

249

271 Oakdale to 7 Elinor

Trail

3’

400

254

155 Buena Vista to 60 Circle

Steps

3’

150

264

41 Alvarado to 97 Elm

Steps

10

200

265

401 E. Blithedale Ave to Alta Vista/Alvarado Intersection

Steps

2-4’

150

275

Camino Alto to 60/70 Ryan; then 35/71 Ryan to 64/70 Nelson (adjacent to Freeman Park)

Lanes

8’, 8’

150, 350

277

Escalon Dr. #19, end of road

Trail

3'

550

282

Valley Circle Bridge (linking Valley Circle to Miller Avenue)

Lane

4'

75

283

Opposite 280 Ralston to Marguerite/ Elaine intersection (“paper” end of Elaine)

Lane

10’

750

293

315 Buena Vista to 209 Circle (end of Circle)

Trail

3'

100

302

“Paper” Cypress Avenue to Tenderfoot Trail (#285) – Cypress Trail

Trail

2'-3'

6,000

303

477 Cascade to Upper Edgewood Avenue (Tenderfoot Trail)

Trail

2-8’

2,500

304

“Paper” Monte Vista Avenue

Trail

2-3’

7,000

305

Opposite 550 Cascade - Zig Zag Trail leading to Mt. Tam

Trail

2-4’

2,100

311

114 Eldridge to 4 Blithedale Terrace

Lane

4'

150

313

End of Upperhill (County trail) into open space

Trail

3'

550

314

End of Upperhill (County trail) into open space

Trail

3'

375

315

6 Stanton Place uphill to open space

Trail

3’

800

316

Vasco/Azalea intersection, extending down to Alto Field

Trail

3'

200

317

26 Azalea extending down to Alto Field

Lane

4

200

318

1 Azalea downhill from Azalea/Camino Alto intersection to County multi-use trail and Lomita/Ashford
intersection

Steps

4'

200

319

Near 35 Vasco Court to parking lot behind tennis courts at Scott Valley Swimming and Tennis Club

Trail

10’ to 2’

1000
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Facility
No.*

Segment Location

Type

Width

Length
(feet)

320

Vasco Court downhill to Alto Field baseball diamond

Steps

4’

40

323

1 Hamilton to Seaver Dr

Steps

8'

550

Total Steps, Lanes, and Trails in miles

~7.43 mi

*Note regarding numbering: The numbering system for steps, lanes, and paths within the City limits is as follows:
• Numbers 1 – 76: pedestrian facilities described by City Clerk Will Falley in surveys made between 1916 and 1948.
• Numbers 101 - 299: historic, existing and potential pedestrian facilities, shown on the City of Mill Valley Zoning Map of 1973 (as updated through 1983). This
second numbering sequence includes many of the pedestrian facilities identified in the 1991 survey directed by Christine Sansom, head of the City’s
Department of parks and Recreation, and in the Mill Valley Historical Society Historic Resources Inventory of 1977.
• Numbers 301 et seq.: relate to pedestrian facilities that are contained either in the Sansom 1991 survey, or that appear on the year 2000 map of the City of
Mill Valley prepared by Marin County Community Development Agency (file MV_s_num.dwg), but that do not appear on the City’s Zoning Map of 1973,
and are not contained in the Falley survey. As noted above in Table 2, there are many more steps, lanes and paths other than those listed above, which
have been identified by the Falley survey, the Mill Valley Historical society Historic Resources Inventory of 1977, the City of Mill Valley 1973 Zoning map,
and the 2000 map. The prioritization of those additional steps, lanes, and paths are the subject of an ongoing planning process, which includes widespread
community input.
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APPENDIX G – PROPOSED FACILITIES
This appendix contains a list of proposed active transportation facilities and studies. All proposed infrastructure projects may require additional
feasibility, design, and environmental study, as well as targeted outreach and City Council approval, prior to implementation.
Prioritization criteria considered include:
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Potential Liability – Is the City at risk without implementing the project due to a hazard or failure to comply with a mandate?
Continuity and Gap Closure – Does the project provide new or significantly improved connectivity on established corridors or between
major activity areas that does not currently exist or is not currently usable by the general public? Does the project provide a new
connection between major activity centers or on a major corridor that currently either does not exist or has convenience/safety issues?
Demand Patterns – Does the project serve significant existing or potential demand, as evidenced by (a) counts or observed activity, (b)
comments from the public, (c) connectivity and proximity to major generators, and/or (d) projections from an acceptable demand
model? Would the project reduce vehicular traffic?
Safety – Does the project address a significant safety concern in a community as evidenced by collision data, field observations, and/or
public perception and comments? Does the project connect to evacuation routes identified by the Mill Valley Fire Department?
Project Readiness – Are the key feasibility issues of the project (right-of-way, environmental impacts, engineering issues, cost issues,
neighborhood support) understood and not expected to negatively affect or delay the project? Has any formal feasibility study,
engineering, or design been conducted?
Multi-Modal Integration – Does the project provide enhanced connectivity to existing transit services?
Cost/Benefit Analysis – Will the project provide the greatest benefit to bicyclists and/or pedestrians for the amount of investment
required to built it?
Separate Facilities – Does the project provide separate facilities for bicyclists and pedestrians? Does it incorporate innovative
engineering solutions to accommodate the facilities and still stay within the parameters of the cost/benefit analysis?
Impact on Vehicular Traffic – What impact does a project have on existing vehicular traffic?
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Proposed Bikeway Projects, Preferred Alternative: Class I Multi-use Paths
ID

Segment Name

Begin

End

Length (mi)

Cost

Priority

1

Lomita Dr Connector

2

Scott Highlands
Neighborhood
Pedestrian and
Bicycle Safety
Improvement
Project

Mill Valley –
Sausalito
Pathway
E Blithedale
Ave

Lomita Dr

0.03

Low

1

Short spur from existing regional pathway to residential
neighborhood

Manor Dr

0.24

Unknown

2

Develop options for enabling the community of Scott
Highlands to safely access, by bike and by foot, a route to E
Blithedale Avenue. This effort will result in suitable and
attainable scenarios, vetted by the community at large
that will provide for safer and more accessible pathways
from the Scott Highlands community to E Blithedale Ave
and will conclude with feasible options and a
recommendation by the Department of Public Works.
Routes may include, but are not limited to the existing
service road through the Mill Valley Golf Course, along
Buena Vista Avenue, or another parallel alignment.

TOTAL

Description

0.27

Proposed Bikeway Projects, Preferred Alternative: Class II Bicycle Lanes
ID

Segment Name

Begin

End

3

Ashford Ave

Lomita Dr

4

Camino Alto

Miller Ave

E Blithedale
Dr
E Blithedale
Dr

5

Miller Ave Streetscape
Project

Sunnyside
Ave

Almonte Blvd

TOTAL
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Length (mi)

Cost

Priority

Description

0.20

Low

3

Upgrade of existing Class III Ashford Ave facilities

0.53

Mid

1

0.75 (new);
1.80 (total)

Low

2

South extension of existing Class II Camino Alto facilities
to Miller Ave (see Camino Alto South End Bike Lanes
Project); design phase to be completed in mid-2017
Upgrade of existing Class III Miller Ave facilities to create
continuous bi-directional bicycle lanes along Miller Ave;
under construction in mid-2017

1.48
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Proposed Bikeway Projects, Preferred Alternative: Class III Bicycle Routes, Proposed Class III+ Bicycle Boulevards, or Unknown
ID

Segment Name

Begin

End

Class

Length (mi)

Cost

Priority

6

Edgewood Ave/
Molino Ave

City Limit (south)/
Dipsea Trail/
Sequoia Valley Rd

Montford Ave

III

0.94
(0.28
maintenance)

Low

14

7

Elm Ave

Locust Ave

Matilda Ave

III+

0.34

Mid

5

8

Hilarita Ave

Locust Ave

III+

0.19

Mid

13

9

Kipling Dr

Hamilton Dr
Pathway

E Blithedale
Ave/ Mesa
Ave
E Blithedale
Ave

III+

0.58

High

7

10

Locust Ave

Sycamore Ave

Elm Ave

III+

0.26

Mid

4

11

Marion Ave

Cascade Dr

III

0.92

Low

8

12

Matilda Ave

Elm Ave

III+

0.21

Low

6

13

Marino Ave

III

1.05

Low

10

14

Molino Ave/
Cascade Dr
Millwood St

III

0.09

Low

12

15

Old Mill St

III

0.06

Low

9

16

Park Ave

Throckmorton
Ave
Miller Ave

Edgewood
Ave/
Ridgewood
Ave
Nelson Ave/
Freeman Park
Pathway
Edgewood
Ave
E Blithedale
Ave
Lovell Ave

III+

0.08

Low

1

Miller Ave
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Sycamore Ave

Description
Bicycle route connecting Dipsea Trail/Dipsea
Stairs, Norris Memorial Park, Fire Trail, and
Molino Park. Provide maintenance to existing
Class III Molino Ave facilities
Bicycle Boulevard connecting proposed
network of Bicycle Boulevards in residential
neighborhood
Bicycle Boulevard connecting proposed
network of Bicycle Boulevards in residential
neighborhood to E Blithedale Ave bus stops
Bicycle Boulevard connecting Hauke Park,
Hamilton Dr Pathway, and residential
neighborhood
Bicycle route connecting commercial area to
proposed network of Bicycle Boulevards in
residential neighborhood
Bicycle route connecting Norris Memorial
Park, Old Mill Park, and Earnscliffe Park

Bicycle Boulevard connecting Freeman Park to
proposed network of Bicycle Boulevards in
residential neighborhood
Improved wayfinding/bicycle route signage
Short spur between existing Class II Miller Ave
facilities to businesses on E Blithedale Ave
Bicycle route near Old Mill Elementary, Mill
Valley Public Library, and Old Mill Park
Short spur between proposed Class II Miller
Ave facilities and proposed Class III+ Bicycle
Boulevards on Sycamore Ave
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ID

Segment Name

Begin

End

Class

Length (mi)

Cost

Priority

17

E Blithedale Ave

18

Roque Moraes
Dr
Sunnyside Ave

E Blithedale Ave

Hamilton Dr/
Kipling Dr
Carmelita Ave

III

0.28

Low

3

III+

0.24

Low

11

19

Sycamore Ave

E Blithedale Ave

Locust Ave

III+

0.44

Mid

2

20

Throckmorton
Ave

Elma St

Miller Ave

III

0.35

Low

15

21

E/W Blithedale
Ave

King St

East City
Limit/ Tower
Dr/ Kipling St

Unknown

2.38

Mid

17

22

Lovell Ave/
Corte Madera St

Elma St

King St

Unknown

0.95

Mid

16

TOTAL

6.03
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Description
Bicycle route connecting Mill Valley – Sausalito
Pathway to Hauke Park
Study feasibility of Bicycle Boulevard to
connect downtown Mill Valley to Boyle
Park/Warner Canyon
Bicycle Boulevard providing an alternative
route to existing Class II Miller Ave facilities
Bicycle route connecting Mill Valley Public
Library, Old Mill Elementary, businesses along
Throckmorton Ave, and bicycle lanes on Miller
Ave; scheduled for repaving in 2018
Study and potentially construct the addition of
bicycle and pedestrian improvements along
Blithedale Ave, including potential Class IV
protected bikeway between Camino Alto to
east City limit at Tower Dr; project currently
funded through Measure A
Study the addition of bikeways along Lovell
Avenue and Corte Madera to connect Old Mill
Elementary and Downtown Mill Valley
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Proposed Citywide Bikeway Projects
ID
A

Type
Citywide
Bikeway
Project

Description
Monitor pavement quality on bicycle routes
and perform spot maintenance and surfacing
as necessary.

B

Citywide
Bikeway
Project

C

Citywide
Bikeway
Project

D

Citywide
Bikeway
Project
Citywide
Bikeway
Project

Improve bicycle parking in downtown Mill
Valley and at schools and all park locations,
including bicycle lockers at City Hall and transit
stops
Install Bicycle Detection at five (5) intersection
locations (costs may be lower depending on
existing conditions) - Miller/Camino Alto,
Sycamore/Camino Alto, E. Blithedale
Ave/Camino Alto, Kipling/E. Blithedale Ave
Increase the frequency and visibility of sharedlane markings on existing Class III routes

E

Identify additional road segments to install
shared-lane markings, especially areas heavily
used by bicyclists, including students and
recreational riders.

Project Status
Specific locations identified for resurfacing:
• Corte Madera Ave (W. Blithedale Ave to Downtown, to be
completed in 2018)
• Mill Valley – Sausalito Path (County Facility, to be
completed in 2017)
City Council approved the pilot bicycle parking facility (Bikelet)
as recommended by BPAC on 10/19/2015.

Cost
High

Priority
1

Mid

2

Major intersections have bicycle detection systems. The City
has received HSIP funding to install optical bike detectors on
all three intersections along Camino Alto between Miller Ave
and E Blithedale Ave. The City is actively searching for ways to
improve existing systems.
Consider the use of green-backed shared-lane markings
around conflict areas (e.g. driveways, intersections, parking
lanes) and where roadway width is constrained.
-

Mid

3

Mid

4

Mid

5

TOTAL
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Proposed Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Projects that are Primarily outside of the City of Mill Valley’s Jurisdiction
ID

Segment Name

Begin

End

Class

Jurisdiction/ Additional Information

F

Alto Tunnel - Under
Study (extension to MVSausalito MUP)
Almonte/Shoreline
Bicycle Lanes
Mill Valley to Strawberry
Connection
US 101

Vasco Ct

Corte Madera

I

Mill Valley / Corte Madera / County of Marin

Tennessee
Valley Rd
Hamilton
Dr
Hamilton Dr

Gibson/Flamingo

II

Marin County

East of US 101

TBD

Mill Valley/ County of Marin/ Caltrans

Seminary Dr

TBD

Mill Valley to Tiburon/
Belvedere

E Blithedale
Ave

Tiburon Blvd

TBD

Study pedestrian overcrossing to provide a direct link between Mill
Valley and Strawberry as alternative to proposed US 101/ Redwood
Highway Frontage Road overcrossing (note: Mill Valley jurisdiction
ends at Tower Drive/ Kipling Drive; coordinate with Caltrans and
County of Marin)
The City of Mill Valley recognizes that E Blithedale Ave from US
101 to Camino Alto is a primary route and potentially a better
future route for bicyclists if it were improved. The City recognizes
that a portion of E Blithedale Ave in this segment is located within
the City's limits and a minor portion in the County's limits;
however, Mill Valley supports working with the County of Marin,
Caltrans, Tiburon and other agencies to study the feasibility of
building a Class IV bike system on both sides of E Blithedale Ave
from US 101 to Camino Alto.

G
H
I

J
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Proposed Sidewalk Projects
ID

Segment Name

Begin

23

13 Alta Vista Ave

25

Alta Vista Ave
(northside)
Camino Alto Sidewalk
Improvements
Elm Ave (westside)

Length (mi)

Cost

Priority

1 Alta Vista

108’

Low

11

Sidewalk gap closure

26

Elm Ave (northside)

Mill Valley
Community Center
215 Elm Ave (at
Matilda Ave)
133 Elm Ave

E Blithedale Ave

422’

Mid

13

191 Elm Ave

200’

Low

1

Improve/widen sidewalk on eastside of Camino
Alto
Sidewalk gap closure

South of E
Blithedale Ave
Buena Vista Ave/
Manor Dr

180’

Low

2

Sidewalk gap closure

27

Elm Ave (one side)

Sidney St

1,200’

High

3

Walnut Ave

500’

Mid

8

Extend existing sidewalk on Elm Ave north and
connect west across Warner Canyon to split of
Buena Vista Ave and Manor Dr
Repair existing sidewalk

28

Sycamore Ave

30

E Blithedale Ave
(southside)
Freeman Park
Pathway Connector
Gomez Way

Nelson Ave

Camino Alto

158’

Low

14

Improve/widen sidewalk

Miller Ave

920’

High

7

Hilarita Ave (eastside)
Lomita Dr (eastside)

City Limit (south)/
Homestead Blvd
Locke Ln
Ashford Ave

820’
1,070’

High
High

9
4

Construct sidewalks adjacent to steep travelway
near Tamalpais High School
Construct sidewalk
Replace/widen existing sidewalk

31
32

33

Lomita Dr (westside)

Ashford Ave

34

Miller Ave

35

Roque Moraes Dr
(southside)
Seaver Dr

24

29

36
37

Throckmorton Ave
(northside)

End

Description

1,070’

Low

5

Study feasibility of westside sidewalk

Sunnyside Ave

E Blithedale Ave
Lomita Dr/ Edna
Maguire
Elementary
Lomita Dr/ Edna
Maguire
Elementary
Almonte Blvd

11,300’

High

10

E. Blithedale Ave

Millay Pl

1,200’

High

12

Implement Miller Ave Streetscape Master Plan
(under construction mid-2017)
Construct sidewalk to Hauke Park

Miwok Way
(south)
420’ east of
Corneila Ave

Miwok Way (north)

258’

Low

15

Sidewalk gap closure

Corneila Ave

420’

Mid

6

Sidewalk gap closure (to be completed in 2017)

TOTAL
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19,926’
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Proposed Pedestrian Crossing Improvements
ID

Primary

38

129 Miller
Ave
Buena
Vista Ave

Cost

Priority

-

Low

7

Boyle Park/
Warner
Canyon
Freeman Park
access
Sycamore Ave

Low

1

Low

4

Mid

5

La Goma St

Mid

3

Park Ave

Mid

2

44

Sycamore
Ave
Sycamore
Ave
US 101

Hamilton Dr/
Seminary Dr

Mid

8

45

US 101

Redwood
Highway
Frontage Road

Mid

6

39

40
41

42
43

Camino
Alto
Camino
Alto

Secondary

APPENDIX G – PROPOSED FACILITIES

Description
Construct a mid-block pedestrian crossing across Miller Ave/ Presidio Ave between Hill St and Grove
St
Study the potential to implement crossing treatments that improve pedestrian visibility, such as
HAWKs or RRFBs; consider treatments to slow motor vehicle traffic, such as raised crosswalk, speed
bumps, and/or other traffic calming measures
Consider construction of a mid-block crossing to improve safety and comfort, as well as to serve as a
trailhead for a proposed Bicycle Boulevard on Elm Ave/ Matilda Ave
Improve sightlines at northwest and southwest corners; study removal of parking at northwest
corner; maintain/reduce vegetation at southwest corner; if feasible, reduce the number of utility
poles to accommodate wider sidewalk; replace traffic signal and modify curb ramps, median islands,
and lighting to accommodate northbound and south bound Class II bicycle lanes and
eastbound/westbound pedestrian and bicycle corridor connector
Improve sightlines and complete crosswalks; consider adjusting intersection geometry to clarify rightof-way and improve pedestrian safety
Improve sightlines and complete crosswalks; consider installation of red curbs, stop signs, and traffic
control measures as appropriate
Study pedestrian overcrossing to provide a direct link between Mill Valley and Strawberry as
alternative to proposed US 101/ Redwood Highway Frontage Road overcrossing (note: Mill Valley
jurisdiction ends at Tower Dr; coordinate with Caltrans and County of Marin)
Improve pedestrian access on westside of existing pedestrian overcrossing (enhanced crosswalks,
ramps, and wayfinding signage); coordinate with Caltrans and County of Marin for eastside
improvements
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Proposed Safe Routes to Schools Projects
ID

Strategy

School

Details

Stakeholder
Responsible

Status

Funding

K

Traffic flow and
parking/drop off
evaluation

All Schools

Meet with school and SR2S reps to assess
current traffic flow, parking, and drop off
situation to determine if changes are
needed to increase safety and improve flow
around the school

DPW and School
Principal (or site
council) and SR2S
reps

N/A

N/A

L

Priority 2: Safety
improvements around the
perimeter of Old Mill
School

Old Mill

Old Mill St / Olive St one-way traffic pattern.
City of Mill Valley Circulation Element to
conduct a specialized study in the Old Mill
neighborhood.

MV Planning/
DPW

Circulation Element to
recommend study of
neighborhood traffic flow
in Old Mill neighborhood

Unknown

M

Priority 3: Improvement of
all 16 pedestrian routes to
school identified in 15
Minutes to School

Old Mill

See Appendix C of School Travel Plan

DPW

N/A

N/A

N

Annual maintenance and
repair around school sites

All Schools

Conduct annual assessment and, if needed:
• Paint crosswalks around school
• Provide up-to-date signage
• Maintain sidewalks; repair cracked
sidewalks and curbs
• Stripe bicycle lanes near schools,
where possible
• Clean bicycle lanes near schools,
where possible

Marin County or
DPW

N/A

City or
County
DPW
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Proposed Citywide and Miscellaneous Pedestrian Projects
ID
O

P
Q
R

S

T

Description
Develop an annual crosswalk safety and maintenance program to improve safety in existing
crosswalks and for development of new crosswalks where needed including development of ADA
ramps.
Develop an annual sidewalk maintenance program to improve the condition of existing sidewalks by
repairing them or reconstructing.
Downtown Sidewalk Rehabilitation Project: sidewalks and curb ramps on Throckmorton Ave from E.
Blithedale Ave to Cascade Dr, and on Miller Ave from Throckmorton Ave to Sunnyside Ave.
Improve pedestrian routes and route signage from the Golden Gate Transit bus stops at Highway
101 to downtown Mill Valley.
Crossing Improvements around schools:
a. Locust Ave/Catalpa Ave: stop bar, markings, add crosswalk, reconstruct curb ramps
b. Fern Ave/Catalpa Ave: add crosswalk and curb ramps
c. Blithedale Ave/Catalpa Ave: install yellow channelizing lines around in-pavement pedestrian
signs
Vehicle speed feedback signs at appropriate locations.

U

Improve pedestrian crossing of Lomita Dr at Ashford Ave by repainting crosswalk with continental
style striping and installing curb ramps.

V

Annual Maintenance and repair around school sites: paint crosswalks, update signs, repair cracked
sidewalks and curb ramps, clean bike lanes

APPENDIX G – PROPOSED FACILITIES

Project Status
-

Priority
1

Cost
High

-

2

High

Pursuing project funding

3

High

Need further study to define
project scope before
pursuing project funding
Pursuing project funding

4

Low

6

High

Speed feedback signs are
being installed or replaced
at MV Middle School, Edna
Maguire, and Tam High.
Other locations will be
evaluated.
Under construction in mid2017 as part of Sewerage
Agency of Southern Marin
Pump Upgrade Project
This element is incorporated
into various City projects on
a regular basis

8

High

9

Low

11

N/A
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Potential Transportation Studies (may include bicycle and pedestrian components)
ID

Segment Name

Begin

End

W
X
Y

Traffic Calming Study on Ashford Ave
Traffic Calming Study on Sycamore Ave
E. &W. Blithedale Ave

E Blithedale Ave
E Blithedale Ave
King St

Z

Throckmorton Ave

Elma St

AA
AB
AC

Camino Alto / E. Blithedale Ave Intersection - safety & connectivity improvements
E. Blithedale Ave (consider class II bike lanes)
Camino Alto to MV-Sausalito MUP: 1) along south side of community center parking lot; 2) behind
Chase Bank and along northside of community center parking lot

AD

Traffic Calming Study at Community Center - heavy bicycle and pedestrian traffic

AE

Traffic Calming Study at community parking lot on Miller Avenue - heavy bicycle and pedestrian
traffic

N/A
Camino Alto
Camino Alto/
Community
Center
Community
Center
Commuter
Parking lot on
Miller Ave

Lomita Dr
Locust Ave
Sycamore
Avenue
E. Blithedale
Ave
N/A
Tower Dr
MV- Sausalito
MUP
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N/A
N/A
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APPENDIX H – UNCONTROLLED CROSSWALK POLICY
To be added after completion and adoption of “Uncontrolled Crosswalk Policy”.

APPENDIX H – UNCONTROLLED CROSSWALK POLICY
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AUGUST 2017

City of Mill Valley
Uncontrolled Crosswalk Policy
Vehicle ADT
≤ 9,000

Roadway Type
(Number of Travel Lanes
and Median Type)

Vehicle ADT
>9,000 to 12,000

Vehicle ADT
>12,000 to 15,000

Vehicle ADT
>15,000

Posted Speed Limit
≤30
mph

35
mph

40
mph

≤30
mph

35
mph

40
mph

≤30
mph

35
mph

40
mph

≤30
mph

35
mph

40
mph

Two lanes

B

B

E

B

B

E

E

E

S

E

S

S

Three lanes

B

B

E

B

E

E

E

E

S

E

S

S

Multilane (four or more lanes
with raised median)

B

E

E

E

E

S

E

E

S

S

S

S

Multilane (four or more lanes
without raised median)

B

E

S

E

E

S

S

S

S

S

S

S
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Sample of Uncontrolled Crosswalks in Mill Valley

20

INTRODUCTION

The City of Mill Valley has developed this uncontrolled crosswalk policy to
guide the identification and prioritization of potential crosswalk treatments
at unsignalized and non-stop-sign-controlled crossing locations. The
policy could be applied where marked crosswalks already exist or are
being considered.

An uncontrolled marked crosswalk at Walnut and School Path.

The crosswalk policy streamlines the decision-making process towards four
main principles: when (and when not) to mark a crosswalk at an uncontrolled
location, how to prioritize crosswalk locations, when special treatments
and features could supplement a marked crosswalk, and what special
treatments are appropriate. This decision-making process corresponds to
the following components:
1. Evaluation Process
2. Priority Worksheet
3. Decision Matrix
4. Toolbox

An unmarked uncontrolled crosswalk at Edgewood and Marion.

3

PROCESS OVERVIEW

As defined on the previous page, there are four main steps in the uncontrolled
crosswalk decision-making process. The first step, Evaluation Process,
considers pedestrian volumes, pedestrian-generating land use, distance
to nearest crosswalks, and user sight distance to provide guidance as to
whether a marked crosswalk is justified.
If a marked crosswalk is warranted, the location can be prioritized relative
to Mill Valley's other potential crosswalk upgrade locations using the
uncontrolled crosswalk Priority Worksheet. The worksheet considers six
weighted categories:
•

Proximity to nearest crosswalk

•

Overall collision history

•

Reported pedestrian collision history

•

Peak hour pedestrian volumes

•

Proximity to pedestrian generating / attracting land use
(such as schools, parks, community center, etc.)

•

Unique conditions

This comprehensive approach generates a total score for each location,
which can then be used to rank or group potential crosswalk upgrade
locations into high, medium, and low priorities for implementation. The
City of Mill Valley may occasionally update Priority Worksheet categories
and scoring ranges based on its application over time.

Once a location has been given a priority score, the next step is to
apply the uncontrolled crosswalk Decision Matrix. The Decision Matrix
is based on the 2005 Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) report,
Safety Effects of Marked Versus Unmarked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled
Locations. Two thousand marked and unmarked crossings were
analyzed at uncontrolled locations throughout the United States.
The report resulted in a crosswalk decision matrix that indicates when
crosswalk treatments are warranted. Many jurisdictions nationwide have
modified the FHWA uncontrolled crosswalk decision matrix to establish
their own local crosswalk policies.

Potential
Location
Identified

Evaluation
Process

Priority
Ranking

Determine
Crosswalk
Treatments
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PROCESS OVERVIEW

The Decision Matrix categorizes potential crosswalk treatments into
three types:
•

Basic

•

Enhanced

•

Specialty

Basic crossing locations generally have vehicular average daily traffic
(ADT) levels below 12,000, posted speed limits of 35 mph or less, and
two or three travel lanes. Enhanced crosswalk locations generally have
a higher combination of vehicle ADT, posted speed limit and number of
lanes that result in the need for additional crosswalk treatments beyond
Basic crosswalk locations. Specialty crosswalks are in the highest tier of
crosswalk improvements; these locations have higher ADT, are across
multilane roadways, and generally have higher posted speed limits. The
majority of locations with a 40 mph speed limit will qualify as Specialty.
One of the three crossing treatment types will apply to each crossing location
based on criteria set forth by the matrix. The matrix has been updated to
reflect the specific nature of Mill Valley's roadways and research conducted
in the 12 years since the 2005 FHWA report was published. Additional safety
enhancements have been recommended for select scenarios in the matrix.

An unmarked uncontrolled crosswalk.
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PROCESS OVERVIEW

The intent of the Decision Matrix is to serve as a recommendation tool. It
should be used in concert with sound engineering judgement when evaluating crosswalk installations on a case-by-case basis. To promote user
safety, supplemental features should be installed at marked crosswalks.
Thus, it is important to follow the matrix guidelines in either installing the
recommended supplemental treatments at uncontrolled crosswalk locations, or not marking the crosswalk at all. In many cases, it is safer to direct
the pedestrian to the nearest marked crosswalk.
The City Engineer will review and determine when additional enhancements
are needed at school zone crossing locations since they were not included
in the 2005 FHWA study. Per the California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (CA-MUTCD) Section 1A.13, a school zone is defined as “a designated
roadway segment approaching, adjacent to, and beyond school buildings
or grounds, or along which school related activities occur.” This can include
crossings within 500 feet of the school property. For the City of Mill Valley,
areas designated as Safe Routes to School crossings may also be considered
for similar additional enhancements. Poor sight distance, complex roadway
and intersection geometries, and other hazards shall also be taken into
consideration.

Once a crosswalk type (Basic, Enhanced, or Specialty) is selected, the
uncontrolled crosswalk Toolbox is used to define which treatments may be
appropriate for the crossing. Each of the crosswalk treatments are detailed in
the Toolbox. Each tool is presented with its purpose, a reference, appropriate
application, and additional guidelines. The uncontrolled crosswalk analysis
and selection process starts with the Evaluation Process worksheet on
page 8.

An existing marked uncontrolled crosswalk.
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PROCESS OVERVIEW

Controlled Crosswalks (Signalized and Stop Sign-Controlled)
Controlled crosswalks are located at crossings where traffic signals or stopsign control is present. Controlled crosswalks do not fall under the same
decision-making process as defined previously for uncontrolled crosswalks.
All signalized crosswalk locations in the City of Mill Valley should be
marked per California Standard Plans’ “Continental” crosswalk design. In
addition, at intersections where at least one crosswalk is uncontrolled

but stop signs exist in advance of other warranted marked crosswalks,
all crosswalks at the intersection shall consist of continental markings.
The Continental crosswalk shall consist of 24-inch-wide longitudinal white
retro-reflective thermoplastic lines separated by a consistent 24" – 48"
gap. In Mill Valley, this gap shall typically be 36" as to best avoid vehicle
wheel paths.
24" WIDE LONGITUDINAL LINES
SEPARATED BY CONSISTENT
GAP 24" – 48" W. GAP WIDTH TO BE
DETERMINED BY ENGINEER IN FIELD

10'-0"

2'-0" – 4'-0"
LENGTH OF CROSSWALK
Continental crosswalks at the controlled intersection of East Blithedale and Camino Alto.
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STEP ONE: UNCONTROLLED CROSSWALK EVALUATION PROCESS
START HERE

20 pedestrians per peak hour
(or 15 older persons/ children per hour)
cross at the location
Yes
Nearest appropriately marked or
protected crosswalk is at least
300 feet away
Yes

Sight distance is 10-times greater than
speed limit or at least 250 feet

Yes

Use Mill Valley
UNCONTROLLED CROSSWALK
PRIORITY WORKSHEET

No

Location is adjacent to an existing or
proposed pedestrian generator, such as
a school, park or elderly care facility

No

Crosswalk not recommended

Yes

No

Low speed (posted or prima facie
25 MPH) and two-lane roadway

No

Direct pedestrians to the nearest
marked or protected crosswalk

Is it feasible to remove sight distance
obstruction or lower speed limit?

No

Direct pedestrians to the nearest
marked crosswalk or consider alternate
location for crossing

Yes

No

Yes

Use Mill Valley
UNCONTROLLED CROSSWALK
DECISION MATRIX

Use Mill Valley
UNCONTROLLED CROSSWALK
TOOLBOX and engineering
evaluation to
determine treatment options
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STEP TWO: UNCONTROLLED CROSSWALK PRIORITY WORKSHEET
This worksheet to be completed by City of Mill Valley staff in accordance with the City’s Uncontrolled Crosswalk Policy.
It will assist to prioritize the potential initiation of an engineering study at a specific uncontrolled crossing location.
The City will occasionally update categories and scoring ranges based on the worksheet's application over time.

Major Street (Crossing Street):

Prepared by:

Minor Street:

Date:

1. Proximity to Nearest Crosswalk (-5 to 10 points)
(10) Distance > 500 feet
(5) Distance > 300 feet and ≤ 500 feet
(0) Distance > 150 and ≤ 300 feet
(-5) Distance ≤ 150 feet

5. Proximity to Pedestrian Activity Center (0 to 5 points)
The crossing location is in the proximity of a pedestrian
generating activity center such as a school, park,
senior care facility, or transit stop.
Notes:

2. Overall Collision History (0 to 10 points)
City’s relative ranking of overall collisions.
3. Reported Pedestrian Collision History (0 to 10 points)
(10) 2 or more reported collisions in a 5-year period
(5) 1 reported collision in a 5-year period
4. Peak Hour Pedestrian Volumes (0 to 10 points)
(10) Greater than 20 (or 15 older persons and/or children)
		 pedestrians per hour
(7) 15 to 20 pedestrians (or 11 to 15 older persons
		 and/or children) per hour
(4) 10 to 15 pedestrians (or 7 to 10 older persons
		 and/or children) per hour
(0) Less than 10 pedestrians (or less than 7 older persons
		 and/or children) per hour

6. Unique Conditions and Opportunities (0 to 5 points)
Unique conditions and opportunities prevail
such as path connectivity, low truck volumes.
Notes:

TOTAL SCORE (Maximum of 50):
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STEP THREE: UNCONTROLLED CROSSWALK DECISION MATRIX
This worksheet will assist in determining what level of uncontrolled crossing treatment is recommended for a specific location.

Location:

Vehicle ADT
≤ 9,000

Roadway Type
(Number of Travel Lanes
and Median Type)

Vehicle ADT
>9,000 to 12,000

Vehicle ADT
>12,000 to 15,000

Vehicle ADT
>15,000

Posted Speed Limit
≤30
mph

35
mph

40
mph

≤30
mph

35
mph

40
mph

≤30
mph

35
mph

40
mph

≤30
mph

35
mph

40
mph

Two lanes

B

B

E

B

B

E

E

E

S

E

S

S

Three lanes

B

B

E

B

E

E

E

E

S

E

S

S

Multilane (four or more lanes
with raised median)

B

E

E

E

E

S

E

E

S

S

S

S

Multilane (four or more lanes
without raised median)

B

E

S

E

E

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

CROSSING TREATMENT TYPES:
B - Minimum of all Basic treatments recommended.

An engineering study is required to determine whether a marked crosswalk will provide

E - Minimum of one Enhanced treatment recommended in addition
to all Basic treatments.

a signiﬁcant safety beneﬁt. A site review may be suﬃcient at some locations, while a

S - Specialty treatment recommended in addition to all Basic and/or
at least two Enhanced treatments.

more in-depth study of vehicle speeds, sight distance, vehicle mix, and other factors
may be needed at other sites.
This matrix is based on the FHWA recommendations for installing marked crosswalks
and other needed pedestrian improvements at uncontrolled locations. Additional
safety enhancements have been recommended for select criteria based on the unique
characteristics of the Mill Valley environment.
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STEP FOUR: UNCONTROLLED CROSSWALK TOOLBOX
Location:

CROSSWALK TYPE

CROSSWALK TOOLS

BASIC

BASIC Non-School Crosswalk Tools:

If marked crosswalk is warranted
install applicable BASIC measures.

• White high-visibility crosswalk striping, and
• High-visibility pedestrian crosswalk signage in advance of and at crosswalk, and
• White advance word pavement markings (i.e., “PED XING”)

BASIC School Crosswalk Tools:
• Yellow high-visibility crosswalk striping, and
• High-visibility school crosswalk signage in advance of and at crosswalk, and
• Yellow advance word pavement markings (i.e., “SLOW SCHOOL XING”)

Potential ENHANCED Crosswalk Tools:

ENHANCED
If marked crosswalk is warranted, install applicable BASIC measures
and at least one SPECIALITY tool per engineering evaluation.

• Advanced Yield Lines with
“Yield Here to Pedestrian” signs

• Tighten Curb Radius
• Pedestrian Refuge Island

• In-street pedestrian crossing signs

• Staggered Pedestrian Crossing

• Parking Removal with Red Curb

• Overhead Pedestrian Crossing Signs

• Rectangular Rapid-Flash Beacon

• Street Lighting

• Curb Extensions

SPECIALTY

Potential SPECIALITY Crosswalk Tools:

If marked crosswalk is warranted, install applicable BASIC measures
and two or more ENHANCED tools per engineering evaluation

• Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (HAWK, etc. only as warranted by MUTCD)

– OR –

• Pedestrian Traffic Signal (only as warranted by MUTCD)
• Pedestrian Overpass/Underpass

Install BASIC measures and one SPECIALITY tool
per engineering judgement.
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High-Visibility Crosswalk Striping
Purpose:

Provides heightened visibility over standard crosswalk markings.

Reference:

CA-MUTCD 3B.18

Where to use: Use at all crosswalk locations.
Additional
Guidelines:

NON-SCHOOL: It is recommended that all non-school uncontrolled crosswalk
locations be striped per California Standard Plans’ “Continental” crosswalk design.
The Continental crosswalk shall consist of two-foot wide white retro-reflective
thermoplastic* stripes parallel to the curb for the length of the crossing. The spacing
between stripes shall be 36" to avoid vehicle wheel paths.
SCHOOL: School crosswalks must be yellow per state code and shall be given a yellow
retro-reflective thermoplastic continental crosswalk treatment.
*If thermoplastic is not viable, paint may be used as a material substitute.

High-Visibility Crosswalk Signage and Markings
Purpose:

Provides substantial visibility and warning at all crosswalks.

Reference:

CA-MUTCD Figure 3B.17 (CA), CA-MUTCD Section 7C.03, Figure 7C-101 (CA)

Where to use: Use at-crossing signage at all crosswalk locations. Use advanced crossing signage and
pavement parkings when applicable per engineering judgement.
Additional
Guidelines:

Pavement markings shall end at least 100 feet in advance of the crosswalk.
NON-SCHOOL: Use combination of W11-2 and W16-7P, W16-9P signs at non-school
locations with white “PED XING” pavement markings.
SCHOOL: Use combination of SW24-2 (CA) and SW24-3 (CA) signs at school crossing
locations with yellow “SLOW SCHOOL XING” pavement markings.
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Advanced Yield Lines and Yield Signage
Purpose:

Provides improved visibility and warning at crosswalks and reduces likelihood of
multiple-threat collisions.

Reference:

CA-MUTCD Figures 3B-16, 3B-17

Where to use: Use at multilane approaches.
Additional
Guidelines:

Install yield lines per CA-MUTCD Figure 3B-16 standards at multilane crosswalk
approaches. Yield lines shall be accompanied by R1-5 or R1-5a sign per CA-MUTCD
Figure 3B-17.

In-Street Pedestrian Crossing Signs
Purpose:

Provides improved visibility, warning and pedestrian right-of-way reminder.

Reference:

CA-MUTCD Section 2B.12, Figure 7B-6

Where to use: Use at low-speed, two-lane roadways where risk of vehicular collisions with the sign
is lowest.
Additional
Guidelines:

Place In-Street Pedestrian Crossing (R1-6) sign (CA-MUTCD Figure 2B-2) in the roadway
at the crossing location on the centerline, or median. The In-Street Pedestrian Crossing
sign shall not be post-mounted on the left-hand or right-hand side of the roadway.

R1-6

R1-6
with S4-3P

R1-6b
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On-Street Parking Removal with Red Curb
Purpose:

Improves sight lines between pedestrians and motorists..

Reference:

FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System,
Parking Restrictions (at Crossing Locations)

Where to use: At locations where parking obstructs the sight lines between pedestrians
and motorists.
Additional
Guidelines:

Parking should be removed and should be painted based on crossing location sight
distance so approaching motorists can have a clear view of pedestrian queue area.

Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon (RRFB)
Purpose:

Increases driver yielding rate at crosswalks through user-actuated LEDs that
supplement warning signs at uncontrolled crossings.

Reference:

FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System,
Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon (RRFB)

Where to use: Multilane roadways with low yield rates. RRFBs should be reserved for locations with
significant pedestrian safety issues, as over-use of RRFB treatments may diminish their
effectiveness.
Additional
Guidelines:

Install pedestrian push button or pedestrian detection system for actuated control.
Where possible, install solar-powered RRFB. Including RRFBs on a center island or
median as well as roadside can further increase driver yielding behavior, although with
a lower marginal benefit than roadside beacons. Flashing beacon time shall conform
to CA-MUTCD pedestrian crossing time standards. Where pedestrian refuge islands
exist, crossing time may be split into two separately phased crossing times.
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Curb Extensions (Bulb-Outs)
Purpose:

Improves safety by increasing visibility, reducing speed of turning vehicles,
encouraging pedestrians to cross at designated locations, shortening the crossing
distance, and preventing vehicles from parking at corners.

Reference:

FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System, Curb Extension

Where to use: Where it is desirable to shorten the crossing distance and increase visibility.
Additional
Guidelines:

Curb extensions should only be used where there is a parking lane, and where
transit and bicyclists would be traveling outside the curb edge for the length of the
street. Midblock extensions provide an opportunity to enhance midblock crossings.
Care should be taken to ensure that street furniture and landscaping do not block
motorists’ views of pedestrians. Drainage constraints shall be considered.

Tighten Curb Radius
Purpose:

Decreases vehicle turning speed, increase sidewalk space, shorten crossing
distances,and increase pedestrian visibility.

Reference:

FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System Smaller
Curb Radius

Where to use: Roadways with low truck turning volumes, where traffic calming is a desired benefit,
and where there is a history of right turn conflict.
Additional
Guidelines:

Radii may be increased to accommodate larger design vehicles. Consider effective
radius by taking into account parking and bicycle lanes. Make sure that public
maintenance vehicles, school buses and emergency vehicles are accommodated.

15

Raised Median Pedestrian Refuge Island
Purpose:

Minimizes pedestrian exposure during crossing by shortening the crossing distance
and increasing the number of available gaps for crossing.

Reference:

FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System,
Crossing Islands and Raised Medians

Where to use: Multi-lane roadways with high pedestrian volume, high traffic volume (12,000 vph+),
and intermediate or high travel speeds.
Additional
Guidelines:

Use Type A ADA passageway. Minimum of 6' wide (preferably 8') with median nose
and adequate length to allow for anticipated number of pedestrians to queue safely.
If island is landscaped, the landscaping must not compromise the visibility of
the pedestrians.

Staggered Pedestrian Crossing (Z-Crossing)
Purpose:

Minimizes pedestrian exposure during crossing by shortening the crossing distance
and increasing the number of available gaps for crossing. Also forces pedestrians to
turn in the median and face oncoming traffic before crossing the last segment.

Reference:

FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System,
Crossing Islands

Where to use: Multilane roadways with long crossing distances and ADT greater than 12,000.
Also useful in locations where pedestrians may be inattentive.
Additional
Guidelines:

Typically used at midblock crosswalk locations. Detectable warnings and railings/
barriers should be used to help realign pedestrians perpendicularly to the roadway
before crossing.

16

Overhead Pedestrian Crossing Signs
Purpose:

Increases visibility and right-of-way reminder for motorists on a wide or busy street.

Reference:

CA-MUTCD Section 2B.12, Figures R1-9, R1-9a

R1-9
Where to use: At locations where street level signs are not effective or visible due to on-street
parking, street trees, or other visual obstructions.
Additional
Guidelines:

If used, the Overhead Pedestrian Crossing sign shall be placed over the roadway at
the crosswalk location. It shall not be placed in advance of the crosswalk, nor as an
educational display that is not near any crosswalk.

Street Lighting
Purpose:

Enhances the safety of all roadway users, while pedestrian-scale lighting improves
nighttime security and enhances commercial districts.

Reference:

FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System, Lighting
and Illumination

Where to use: Prioritized commercial areas with nighttime pedestrian activity, streetlights and
building lights can enhance the ambiance of the area and the visibility of pedestrians
by motorists.
Additional
Guidelines:

Engineering judgement shall be used in conjunction with Caltrans' street lighting
standards to determine installation location and fixture type. Any street lighting
installed should be Dark Sky Compliant.

17

Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (e.g. High Intensity Activated Crosswalk [HAWK])
Purpose:

Slows traffic speeds and reduces pedestrian-vehicle conflicts via overhead pedestrian
activated signal.

Reference:

CA-MUTCD Chapter 4F, FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure
Selection System, Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (PHB)

Where to use: Where pedestrians have difficulty finding gaps to cross roadway, but a traditional
traffic signal is not warranted.
Additional
Guidelines:

Complete warrant analysis per CA-MUTCD Chapter 4F. If installation of a pedestrian
hybrid beacon is warranted, installation should include the beacons, stop lines,
pedestrian signals, and actuation.

Pedestrian Traffic Signal
Purpose:

Slows traffic speeds and reduces pedestrian-vehicle conflicts.

Reference:

CA-MUTCD Chapter 4C

Where to use: Where pedestrians have difficulty finding gaps to cross roadway, and a traffic signal
is warranted.
Additional
Guidelines:

Complete warrant analysis per MUTCD Chapter 4C. If installation of a pedestrian traffic
signal is warranted, signals should be countdown, accessible, with adequate crossing
time programmed.

18

Pedestrian Overpass / Underpass
Purpose:

Provides complete separation of pedestrians from motor vehicle traffic.

Reference:

FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System , Pedestrian
Overpasses / Underpasses

Where to use: To link popular destinations that are separated by wide multilane roadways
with higher speeds and high ADT.
Additional
Guidelines:

Use sparingly and generally as a measure of last resort; pedestrians will not use if
a more direct route is available. Lighting, graffiti removal, and security are major
concerns with underpasses.

Other Uncontrolled Crosswalk Tools
Ongoing and future research, as well as continued advancements in technology, will lead to the
development and deployment of new tools to improve uncontrolled crosswalks. The City of Mill Valley
will consider adding measures to its toolbox in the future.
As part of future roadway improvement projects, integration of uncontrolled crosswalk measures will
be considered by the City, as appropriate. For example, curb extensions and refuge islands could be
considered on major street reconstruction projects. Such measures could also be integrated into a “road
diet” project where a four-lane roadway is converted to a three-lane roadway to enable center islands,
bicycle lanes, and other considerations.

19
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STEPS, LANES & PATHS
Steps, lanes, and paths (SLPs) provide pedestrian connectivity in areas that are not easily served by
sidewalks. Challenges such as limited right-of-way, steep grades, and narrow roads make it difficult
to connect residential neighborhoods to the downtown area. The SLPs also provide links between
adjacent streets and land uses in the flat neighborhoods. Among others, SLPs provide the following
benefits:
Circulation: SLPs link users with transit stops, schools, stores, churches, City Hall, and the Public
Library. Increased use of these paths could result in a reduction in motor vehicular traffic.
Emergency: SLPs provide viable exit options from Mill Valley’s narrow streets in the event of a
disaster.
Health & Recreation: SLPs serve as a way to promote a healthy lifestyle.
Please see Appendix F for a list of existing steps, lanes and paths currently identified in the City of
Mill Valley SLP Network. There are currently 192 SLPs in the City’s network, of which 89 are
developed. Not all of the SLPs in the network will be developed. Staff is currently working on
adding additional SLPs to the City’s network, and once those are recorded Appendix F will be
updated.
There are over seven miles of steps, lanes, and paths that provide alternate non-vehicular travel
routes for the neighborhoods of Miller/Molino, Cascade Canyon, Blithedale Canyon, Warner
Canyon/Kite Hill, and Scott Valley.
Table I-01 below lists Mill Valley’s SLP Priority projects. The projects on this list are typically largescale projects that require detailed design & construction by a licensed contractor. In 2015,
Department of Public Works created an SLP subcommittee comprised of members from the Parks
and Recreation Commission, Bicycle & Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC), Safe Routes to
Schools (SR2S), Public Works, Planning Commission, Fire Department, Police Department, and
the Recreation Department to developed a draft list of SLP projects to be considered for inclusion
into the Bicycle & Pedestrian Transportation Plan (BPTP). The 2015 draft list included SLP
projects identified in the 2008 update to the BPTP that had not yet been completed, as well as other
SLP projects that the subcommittee recognized as crucial paths to connect residents to schools,
recreation areas, the downtown and other City facilities.
The subcommittee performed surveys of SLPs around all Mill Valley public schools, downtown
and the Tamalpais/Lovell areas. Surveys were performed on SLPs within a half mile radius of each
of these areas. The surveys document existing SLP conditions in a uniform approach and help
identify SLPs in need of repair or reconstruction. As part of the survey, staff also met with
neighborhood representatives to identify other SLPs that could play an essential role for evacuation
and connectivity purposes.
The 2015 subcommittee provided valuable input that was incorporated into the draft list and in
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turn to a 2017 staff SLP committee consisting of staff from the Fire, Parks & Recreation, Public
Works, Planning and City Managers Departments in the development of the current SLP Priority
List. The list is a combination of projects identified in the 2008 Plan that have not yet been
completed, projects identified during the subcommittee 2015 survey, initial criteria (Safe Routes to
Schools, emergency evacuation, pedestrian access to transportation and deteriorating existing
infrastructure) and updated by the 2017 staff SLP committee, focusing mostly on improving
emergency evacuation abilities. Priorities include developing new SLPs and significant maintenance
efforts of existing SLPs that may require complete rebuild.
Table I-01: SLP Priority List Projects*
The list below represents significant SLP projects that typically require Public Outreach, Formal Design and
Construction by a Licensed Contractor

ID

Name

2
5

Laurel Lane

9

Location

Status

Miller Avenue to Ethel Avenue

Undeveloped

Ethel Avenue to Miller Avenue

Undeveloped

Ethel Avenue to Woodside Lane

Undeveloped

19/19A

Lower Molino Lane

Florence Avenue to Molino Avenue

Undeveloped

20

Upper Molino Lane

Helens Lane to Florence Avenue

Undeveloped

50

Bernard

Summit Avenue to Bayview Drive

Developed

69

Hillside Avenue to Oakdale Avenue

Developed

115

Marion Avenue to Helens Lane

Undeveloped

155

Cascade Drive to Lovell Avenue by Three Wells

Undeveloped

159

Throckmorton Avenue to Lovell Avenue

Undeveloped

160

Tamalpias Avenue to Lovell Avenue

Undeveloped

166

Summit Avenue to Tamalpais Avenue

Undeveloped

167

Lovell to Tamalpais

Undeveloped

169

Tamalpias Avenue to Summit Avenue

Undeveloped

180

Marguerite Avenue to Summit Avenue near Magee Avenue

Undeveloped

189

Summit Avenue to Marguerite Avenue

Undeveloped

208

King Lane

Eldridge Avenue to King Street

Undeveloped

221

Mission Bell

Greenwood Way to Woodbine Drive

Undeveloped

224

Path of Peter Pan

Eldridge Avenue to Woodbine Drive

Undeveloped

236

Bolsa Avenue to Oakdale Avenue

Undeveloped

237/238

Bolsa Avenue to Oakdale Avenue

Undeveloped

281

Hillside Avenue to Bolsa Avenue

Undeveloped

* SLPs are not listed in any priority order.
*SLPs may be added or removed from the Priority List.
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Table I-01 does not include smaller or simpler SLPs that may be suitable for neighborhood groups
or volunteers to either develop as a new SLP, rebuild an existing SLP or perform maintenance on.
Although the ongoing maintenance and volunteer activities are not suitable to list in a planning
document, Table I-02 below includes a sample of recent volunteer & maintenance activities.
Table I-02: Recent Volunteer & Maintenance Activities
ID

Name

Location

Work Force

17

Wildomar

Wildomar Street to Molino Avenue

Volunteers

23

Molino Way

Florence Avenue to Molino Avenue

City Crews

37

Earnscliffe Canyon

Monte Vista Avenue to Marion Avenue

Volunteers

47

Oak Lane Lower

Cornelia Avenue to Lovell Avenue

City Crews/Volunteers

48

Oak Lane Upper

Tamalpais Avenue to Cornelia Avenue

City Crews/Volunteers

61

Shady Lane

Eldridge Avenue to West Blithedale Avenue

City Crews/Voluntters

74

Catalpa Lane

Walnut Avenue to Catalpa Avenue

City Crews

76

Willow Paths

Sycamore Avenue to Elm Avenue

City Crews

248

Elinor Avenue to Hillcrest Road

City Crews

254

Circle Avenue tozzzz Buena Vista Avenue

City Crews

318

Azalea Drive to Lomita Avenue

City Crews

The City continues to inspect, maintain and repair the developed SLPs that will need future repair
at some point. The network of SLPs are an integral part of the Mill Valley community and the City
is committed to preserving and improving our SLPs thru an annual CIP Budget established to
maintain and repair these facilities.
The City also engages volunteer involvement. The City’s Volunteer Coordinator along with the
Department of Public Works Operations Superintendent, works with volunteers to identify
potential projects, matching the appropriate skill levels to the available projects. The 2017 staff SLP
committee regularly identifies additional projects requiring a variety of skill levels for volunteers to
work on. The City also encourages neighborhood groups or community groups to identify/propose
improvement projects of interest.
This plan recommends the following policies be continued to maintain and improve the quality,
operation, and integrity of developed SLP facilities. Undeveloped SLPs are similar to open space
within the City and are not monitored or maintained.
1. Continue routine maintenance of developed SLPs and removing vegetation which impinges on
pedestrian rights-of-way.
2. Continue regular inspection and repair of developed SLPs looking at items such as signage, steps
& railings and general conditions.
3. Ensure that repair of SLPs minimizes disruption, includes public outreach & communications to
the adjacent neighbors and provides alternate signed detour routs for the duration of the project.
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APPENDIX J – COLLISIONS
This appendix includes the most recent eight years (2009-2016) of available bicycle- and pedestrian-involved collision data for the City of Mill
Valley from the Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System. All reported collisions shown below were the result of interactions between
motorists and bicyclists/pedestrians. Collision data from 2014-2016 is provisional and subject to change.

Primary
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
SYCAMORE AV
SUMMIT AV
REDWOOD HWY
HILARITA AV
MILLER AV
MILLER AV
CAMINO ALTO
CAMINO ALTO
BUENA VISTA AV
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
EDGEWOOD AV
SYCAMORE AV
MARION AV
REED ST
HILLCREST RD
PAN TOLL RD
MONTFORD AV
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
MILLER AV
PAN TOLL RD
W RIDGECREST
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Secondary
LOMITA AV
CAMINO ALTO
SURREY AV
MYRTLE AV
RT 101
MATILDA AV
SUNNYSIDE AV
ALMONTE BL
SYCAMORE AV
SYCAMORE AV
WEST BLITHEDALE AV
ROQUE MORAES DR
TOWER DR
SUNNYSIDE AV
SEQUOIA VALLEY RD
FERN AV
CASCADE AV
MILLER AV
ELINOR AV
PANORAMIC HWY
MILLER AV
LOMITA DR
THROCKMORTON AV
PANORAMIC HWY
PAN TOLL RD

Victim
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE

Year
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2010
2010
2010
2011
2011
2011
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013

Severity
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
SEVERE
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Primary
CAMINO ALTO
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
REDWOOD HWY FRNTG RD
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
MILLER AV
MILLER AV
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
MONTFORD AV
REDWOOD HWY
CAMINO ALTO
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
MILLER AVE
UNDERHILL RD
MILLER AV
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
THROCKMORTON AV
CAMINO ALTO
CAMINO ALTO
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
MOLINO AV
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
SYCAMORE AV
CAMINO ALTO
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
CAMINO ALTO CT
THROCKMORTON AV
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
BLITHEDALE AV
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
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Secondary
SYCAMORE AV
LOMITA AV
REDWOOD FRONTAGE
ROQUE MORAES DR
ASHFORD AV
ALMONTE BL
LA GOMA AV
THALIA ST
ETHEL AV
RT 101
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
CAMINO ALTO
VALLEY CIR
MIDDLE CT
SUNNYSIDE AV
ALTA VISTA AV
ELMA ST
SYCAMORE AV
SYCAMORE AV
KIPLING DR
KIPLING DR
SEYMOUR LN
NELSON AV
AMICITA AV
MILLER AV
ROQUE MORAES DR
CAMINO ALTO
CASCADE DR
LOCUST AV
LEE ST
ROQUE MORAES DR

Victim
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN

Year
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2012
2012

Severity
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
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Primary
LOMITA DR
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
LOMITA DR
MILLER AV
LOVELL AV
RT 101
CAMINO ALTO
MILLER AV
ROQUE MORAES
CORTE MADERA AV
MILLER AV
MILLER AV
LOMITA AV
MILLER AV
MILLER AV
RT 101
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
CAMINO ALTO
CAMINO ALTO
MILLER AV
MILLER AV
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
MILLWOOD ST
MILLER AV
MILLER AV
MILLER AV
MILLER AV
MILLER AV
LOMITA DR
RT 1
REDWOOD HWY FRNTG RD
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Secondary
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
KIPLING DR
BLITHEDALE AV
CAMINO ALTO
CORNELIA AV
STRAWBERRY
SYCAMORE AV
CAMINO ALTO
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
LOVELL AV
MILLWOOD ST
THROCKMORTON AV
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
CAMINO ALTO
MILLER AV 444
RT 131
CAMINO ALTO
CAMINO ALTO 180
MILLER AV
EVERGREEN AV
CAMINO ALTO
SUNNYSIDE AV
PRESIDIO AV
ALMONTE BL
CAMINO ALTO
SUNNYSIDE AV
EVERGREEN AV
MILLER AV 300
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
ERICA RD
SEMINARY RD

Victim
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
BIKE
BIKE
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE

Year
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015

Severity
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
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Primary
MILLER AV
LOVELL AV
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
MILLER AV
SR-1 (SHORELINE HIGHWAY)
MONTFORD AV
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
EAST BLITHEDALE AV
SYCAMORE AV
PANORAMIC HWY.
TENNESSEE VALLEY RD
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Secondary
MILLER AV 401
CORTE MADERA AV
ALTA VISTA AV
EVERGREEN AV
ALMONTE BLVD
MOLINO AV
LOCUST AV
LOMITA DR
LA GOMA ST
BAY VIEW DR
MARIN AVENUE

Victim
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
PEDESTRIAN
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE

Year
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

Severity
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
MINOR
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APPENDIX K – TRIP PROJECTIONS
According to the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD), motor vehicles are responsible for approximately 75 percent
of the smog in the Bay Area. Reducing vehicle miles traveled (VMT) is a key goal of the BAAQMD, and fully implementing Mill Valley’s
bicycle network will help achieve this goal by providing residents safe and functional ways to get to work, school, or shopping without
relying on motor vehicles.
Based on data from the American Community Survey and estimates of walk and bicycle mode share for school and bike-to-transit
trips, the current number of daily walk and bicycle trips in Mill Valley is estimated to be 9,100, of which 1,700 are commute or school
trips. These 9,100 trips effectively replace 7,300 motor vehicle trips per day, a savings that amounts to 10,800 vehicle-miles traveled
(VMT) per day.
The table below quantifies the estimated reduction in VMT in Mill Valley following an assumed increase in the bicycle and walk
commute mode share to 7.4 percent. In this scenario, an additional 600 daily walk and bicycle trips would occur in Mill Valley, bringing
the total number of daily trips to 9,700. These 9,700 trips would effectively replace 7,800 motor vehicle trips per day, a savings that
would amount to 11,400 vehicle-miles traveled (VMT) per day.
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Current Commuting
Statistics
Current Population
Number of Commute
Trips per Day (all modes)
Number of Bicycle/Walkto-Work Commute Trips
per Day
Bicycle/Walk-to-Work
Mode Share
Number of College
Students
Estimated College
Bicycle/Walk Commute
Trips per Day
School Children (K-12)
Estimated School Children
Bicycle/Walk Commute
Trips per Day
Number of Daily Bike-toTransit Users (Marin
Transit)
Total Number of Daily
Bicycle/Walk Commute
and School Trips
Estimated Non-Work or –
School Trips per Day

Bike
Walk
Value
Value
14,178
13,384
356

488

2.7%

3.7%
667

67

67

328

6
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2,730
1,092

N/A

2,400

10,400

Source
American Community Survey (2010-2014), total population
American Community Survey (2010-2014), (workers 16 years and over – worked at home as
primary means of transportation to work) x 2 for roundtrips
American Community Survey (2010-2014), walk/bicycle as primary means of transportation to
work x 2 for roundtrips
American Community Survey (2010-2014), walk/bicycle as primary means of transportation /
workers 16 years and over
American Community Survey (2010-2014), undergraduate students + graduate/professional
school students
National Bicycling & Walking Study, FHWA, Case Study No. 1, 1995. Review of bicycle
commute share in seven university communities (5%) x 2 for roundtrips (rounded down);
2005 Traveler Opinion and Perception Survey (FHWA) found 4.9% of all trips to school were
by walking.
American Community Survey (2009-2013)
Marin County Safe Routes to Schools 2011 Program Evaluation, 20% of students walked and
6% biked x 2 for roundtrips
Marin Transit Ridecheck Report (2011 Local Bus Survey), Bikes Ridership Activity by
Geography (Mill Valley – Tam Junction)
Number of Walk/Bicycle-to-Work Commute Trips per Day + Estimated College Walk/Bicycle
Commute Trips per Day + Estimated School Children Walk /Bicycle Commute Trips per Day +
Number of Daily Walk/Bicycle-to-Transit Users (rounded down)
NHTS (2009), 1 walk/bicycle commute or school trip : 4.35 social, recreational, utilitarian,
medical, shopping, family/personal business, transport someone, meals, or other trips
(rounded down)
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Estimated Current
Bicycle/Walk Trips
Total Daily Bicycle/Walk Trips

Value

Source

12,800

Total number of daily bicycle/walk commute and school trips + Estimate non-work or –school
trips per day
Assumes 80% commute, 77% college, 39% K-12 school, and 80% other trips replace motor
vehicle trips for bicycling (rounded down) and assumes 82% commute, 81% college, 46% K-12
school, and 82% other trips replace motor vehicle trips for walking (rounded down)
Assumes average bicycle trip length of 3.54 miles for commute trips, 2.09 miles for college
trips, 0.77 miles for K-12 trips, and 1.89 for all other trips and assumes average walk trip
length of 0.67miles for commute trips, 0.48 miles for college trips, 0.36 miles for K-12 school
trips, and 0.67 for other trips
Source

Reduced Vehicle Trips per
Weekday

9,800

Reduced Vehicle Miles per
Weekday

10,000

Potential Future Bicycle/Walk
Commuters
Number of Commute Trips per
Day less than 10 minutes
Existing Bicycle/Walk-to-Work
Commute Trips per Day
Number of Potential
Bicycle/Walk Commute Trips
per Day
Estimated Number of New
Future Bicycle/Walk Commute
Trips
Estimated Number of New
Future Daily Bicycle/Walk Trips
Total Estimated Future Daily
Bicycle/Walk Trips
Estimated Future Reduced
Vehicle Trips per Weekday
Estimated Future Reduced
Vehicle-Miles per Weekday

Value

Future Reduced Vehicle-Miles
per Year
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1,750
844
900

American Community Survey (2010-2014), travel time less than 10 minutes of workers 16
years and over who did not work at home x 2 for roundtrips
American Community Survey (2010-2014), walk/bicycle as primary means of transportation to
work x 2 for roundtrips
The difference between the number of commute trips per day under 10 minutes and the
existing number of walk/bicycle-to-work commute trips

100

Based on capture goal of 15% of potential walk/bicycle trips (rounded to nearest hundred)

600

NHTS (2009), 1 commute trip : 6.84 school, social, recreational, utilitarian, medical, shopping,
family/personal business, transport someone, meals, and other trips (rounded down)
Total existing daily walk/bicycle trips + Estimated Number of new future daily walk/bicycle
trips (rounded down)
Maintains proportion from existing vehicle trip reduction calculation (81%) and rounded down

11,000
8,900
10,800

2,765,000

Maintains proportion from existing vehicle-miles reduction calculation (1.96 miles per auto
trip replaced by bicycle, 0.67 miles per auto trip replaced by walking) and rounded down
Assumes 256 weekdays per year (rounded to nearest thousand)
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APPENDIX L – COUNCIL RESOLUTION

APPENDIX L – COUNCIL RESOLUTION
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